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ABSTRACT 

Well distributed data can dramatically improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

use of distributed database systems to satisfy geographically dispersed data processing 

demands. Among several issues related to distribution design in distributed databases, 

data allocation design is of major importance. Choices of a fragmentation strategy and 

location of database files are two critical decisions. Thus far, solutions of these design 

problems, although interdependent, have been attempted separately. Solving both design 

problems simultaneously in a real design setting is not a trivial task. 

By formulating typical data allocation design problems, we can analyze the solu

tion space and analytical properties of optimal data allocation design. Based on this 

approach, we have proceeded in this research to explore fragmentation and fragment 

allocation designs simultaneously. We then extended the research by studying the ef

fect on design issues of such characteristics of distributed processing as database access 

patterns, network scope, and design objectives. We also propose a generic taxonomy of 

data allocation design models. 

We further advance data allocation design skills in two directions. The first of these 

involves developing a design method in which solving the allocation model by using the 

resulting fragments actually solves the data allocation design as a whole. It is proved 

that the fragments obtained by the fragmentation methodology proposed are the optimal 
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units of allocation under restrictive conditions. This improves upon existing fragment 

allocation methodologies, which are based on the assumed units of allocation. 

The second contribution involves enhancements in modeling and solution procedures 

that allow efficient fragment allocation design. Concentration is on infonnation process

ing environments, which have received little attention in the research literature. We first 

studied databases connected on local area networks under weak locality of reference. 

The model proposed is validated by simulation study. We then explored the multiple 

design objective optimization phase, which involves searching for models where sev

eral design objectives are in conflict. We addressed three important design objectives 

including response time, operating cost and data availability. 

In conclusion, we submit that the methodology proposed is likely to provide a better 

understanding of data allocation design problems, the solutions for which are expected 

to continue providing key design tools as advancing data communication techniques 

evolve. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Many organizations from industry, academia and government have used distributed com

puter systems to support their information processing. This practice has been accelerated 

by two driving forces: developments in communication technology and organizations' 

varying needs. In particular, technological advances in telecommunication, coupled with 

a growing demand for management of geographically dispersed information, has led to 

the replacement of large, centralized systems with small, single-function systems over 

varying sizes of geographical area. Such distributed computer systems have become 

predominant because they are more accessible to the user, more responsive and easier 

to use. 

Distributed computer systems demonstrate a number of aspects of design problems 

(e.g., data distribution design, processor and program allocation, subnetworks design, 

topology design, etc.). Because of dispersion of resources such as hardware, software 

and data over communication networks which evolve over time, design problems be

come more difficult in a multiple-site system, however. An interesting design problem 

is to determine how best to allocate data among geographically dispersed sites. The 

importance of such allocation increases with the increasing applications of distributed 
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databases. The issue of decentralization of data is critical, since distributing applications 

have a major impact on an organization. From the technical viewpoint, the need for 

customized systems arises, since different applications require different system configu

rations. The consequent research problem has been referred to as that of data allocation 

design. 

Work on such a design problem in distributed databases has centered on both frag

mentation design and the fragment allocation design problem. However, the interaction 

between the two types of designs has not been rigorously analyzed. Various informa

tion processing environments, which are differentiated by their patterns of locality of 

reference in data, transaction operation and computer networks, have not been clearly 

analyzed. 

Based on these observations, the main objective of this dissertation is to advance the 

understanding of the data allocation design problem in distributed database systems and 

suggest solutions to it. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we briefly introduce distributed 

computer systems. In Section 1.2, we define and address the data allocation design 

problem in distributed databases. In Section 1.3, we address the research problems to 

be solved in this dissertation. In addition, an overview of the dissertation is provided. 
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1.1 Distributed Computer Systems 

There are two general approaches to using computers to meet an organization's needs 

across a geographic area. The first adopts centralized computer systems and the second 

employs distributed computer systems. The major difference between the two distinct 

information processing technologies is the dispersal of resources in distributed computer 

systems. 

A centralized computer system, which was the universally adopted computing mode 

until the advent of distributed computer systems, typically is characterized by a single 

computing resource at one central site and some access facilities at user sites. A commu

nication network is needed to satisfy dispersed information needs by providing remote 

terminal access at each site, but because no user site can accomplish any infonnation 

service without access to the central computing site, the central site can easily become 

a bottleneck. 

A distributed computer system, however, allows for the distribution of computing 

resources throughout a communications network. The key component in a distributed 

computer system is a combination of resources (hardware, software and data) linked 

by a communication network that connects a set of possibly heterogeneous processing 

sites (nodes) as in Figure 1.1. This sample distributed computer system consists of 

six processing nodes, each of which has its own processing capacities, programs and 

data that enable it to process an application program. The distribution of resources 

may be geographic (e.g., bank locations throughout a nation) or local (e.g., loosely 
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• Communication 

network 

Figure 1.1: A Distributed Computer System 
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coupled processors in a single room handling a distributed processing application). What 

constitutes an appropriate computer network depends upon the specific environment. 

The ability to share resources such as hardware, software, and data among several 

processing elements is the primary advantage of using distributed information processing. 

For instance, resource sharing can overcome such drawbacks of centralized computer 

systems as bottlenecks at the central site and system-wide vulnerability to a single point 

of failure. However, although operating costs also may be reduced by effective sharing 

of resources, resource sharing adds some complexity to system design. 
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1.2 Data Allocation Design in Distributed Databases 

In distributed computer systems, databases are distributed over database locations by 

means of computer networks. Databases in such distributed computer systems may be 

referred to as distributed database systems. Data allocation design in distributed database 

systems determines how databases are assigned to geographically dispersed locations. 

It is worth noting that data allocation design in distributed databases is one integral 

part of the overall database design process. A general method for designing centralized 

databases includes four phases: requirements analysis, conceptual design, logical design, 

and physical design. The first phase attempts to identify the users' requirements. The 

conceptual design is typically achieved through creation of a data flow diagram that is 

a conceptual schema representing the entire information content of the database. The 

logical structure of a global logical schema is determined at the logical design phase. 

Finally, on the basis of the selected data model, the designer can complete the physical 

design phase, in which an appropriate database storage structure and data access strategy 

at each site are specified. 

A distributed database (DDB) requires one additional design phase called the distri

bution design phase, which consists of data allocation design and distributed operation 

design and occurs between logical design and physical design phases. While distributed 

operation design includes query optimization and concurrency control, data allocation 

design deals with database fragmentation and fragment allocation. The distribution 
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design phase requires information about distribution such as partitioning criteria, fre

quency of activation of each application from each site and the percentage of accesses to 

a fragment by applications. Since characteristics of the data and applications are critical 

information for determining how they should be distributed, the results of the conceptual 

design phase become an essential component of distribution design. The separation of 

the design process into phases is mainly to clarify the decision process; an actual design 

process will require interaction between the phases. The overall design hierarchy of 

DDB is illustrated in Figure 1.2. For a more detailed discussion of this figure, see for 

example [Liu 90d]. 

In the chronology of design stages for distributed databases, a data allocation design 

must be investigated first, since access to the database from multiple locations will be 

needed. An optimal data allocation design will ensure that a global database can be 

effectively shared. 

Data allocation design in distributed database systems therefore is formally defined 

as including two design problems: 

• Fragmentation Design. Designing the fragmentation of the database, i.e., the 

-partitioning of a global set of data (entities or relations) into physically and log

ically separable fragments. A group of attributes and/or tuples having the same 

properties will constitute a fragment. These partitioned fragments, which should 

be the unit of allocation in the following phase, are referred to as fragments (or 

data files). 
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Requirement Analysis 

! 
Conceptual Design 

! 
Logical Design/Distribution Analysis 

Data Allocation Design Distributed Operation Design 

1. Fragmentation Design 1. Query Optimization 

2. Fragment Allocation 2. Concurrency Control 

Physical Design 

Figure 1.2: Design Process of Distributed Databases. 
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• Fragment Allocation Design. Allocation of the partitioned fragments to process

ing nodes on networks, possibly with replication. 

The two design problems are related, because the manner in which the database is 

partitioned will affect the manner in which the partitioned fragments will be· allocated. 

For the sake of convenience, the combined design problems are referred to as the data 

allocation design problem, with data allocation model (DAM) the generic name given to 

a whole class of analytical models involving decisions regarding data allocation design. 

1.3 The Research Questions 

As has been stated, the relationship between the fragmentation design and fragment 

allocation design subproblems has not been studied adequately. The effect of different 

information processing environments on distributed database systems needs to be further 

investigated and the modeling and solution approaches to the data allocation design 

problem need to be advanced to address some of the effects identified. To study these 

points, we raise the following research questions in this dissertation. 

1. How complex is the data allocation design problem from the standpoint of opti

mization modeling and solution computations? 

2. What are the relationships and analytical properties of the subproblems encom

passed in the data allocation design problem? 
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3. What are the impacts of sllch characteristics of distributed database environments 

as access pattern and networking scope on modeling of data allocation design? 

And for what types of distributed database environments does the data allocation 

design need to be addressed? 

4. How can the data allocation design problem be solved in some of design settings 

identified in the answer to Question 3? 

1.4 Chapter Outline 

Questions 1 and 2 will be addressed in Chapter 2. This research attempts to answer 

Question 1 by analyzing the complexity of the data allocation design problem using its 

mathematical fonnulation. For Question 2, the research proceeds to explore analytical 

properties related to the solution space and the relationship between the fragmentation 

design and fragment allocation design subproblems. In order to answer Question 3 , we 

identify key design factors in Chapter 3. Additionally, we present a generic taxonomy 

of data allocation models. This taxonomy, along with a literature review, identifies 

some design settings further research is needed. To address Question 4, some settings in 

which the data allocation design problem exists will be considered in Chapters 4 through 

6. Topics addressed in individual chapters as they relate to the research questions are 

illustrated in Figure 1.3. 



Chap. I 

Chap. 2 Question 1 and 2 

I Chap. 3 I Question 3 

,..------:--,/ 1 ~~ 
I Chap. 4 I I Chap. 5 II Chap. 6 I Question 4 

~l/ 
I Chap. 7 I 

Chap. I: Introduction 
Chap. 2: Data Allocation Design in Distributed Database Systems 
Chap. 3: Data Allocation Design in Computer Networks 
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Chap. 4: A Methodology for Fragmentation Design in Distributed Database Systems 
Chap. 5: Data Allocation Design for LAN under Weak Locality of Reference 
Chap. 6: Data Allocation Design for WAN under Multiple Design Objectives 
Chap. 7: Conclusions 

Figure 1.3: Chapter Outline and Research Questions 
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CHAPTER 2 

DATA ALLOCATION DESIGN IN DISTRIBUTED DATABASES: ANALYSIS 

OF PROBLEM COMPLEXITY AND PROPERTIES 

In this chapter we address the data allocation design problem within the framework of 

fragmentation design and fragment allocation design. The main goal is to clearly define 

the data allocation design problem, analyze its complexity, and explore the necessary 

conditions of optimal data allocation design. 

In Section 2.1, we briefly discuss the background of the data allocation design prob

lem. We introduce the relational data model, which is the basis of the database adopted 

for this research along with the necessary notation. In Section 2.2, we then explore 

typical design problem fonnulations of data allocation design in order to highlight the 

complexity of the problem and suggest that the design problem be approached by two de

sign phases in tandem: fragmentation design and fragment allocation design. In Section 

2.3, we explore the solution space and define several key tenns related to data allocation 

design. In Section 2.4, we derive analytical properties for optimal data allocation design 

within the framework of solution spaces. 
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2.1 Relational Model in Distributed Databases 

The data model used in this dissertation is a relational model, which typically is selected 

for research [Ceri 87]. This choice is appropriate because links in a hierarchical or 

a network model are too complex to utilize and maintain in distributed databases and 

remote links are not as useful as local links. In contrast, the relational model employs 

the powerful set-oriented, associative expressions that have been shown to be useful and 

convenient in distributed databases. 

In relational databases, data are stored in tables, called relations. Each relation has a 

number of columns, called attributes, and a number of rows, called tuples. The number 

of attributes of a relation is called its grade; the number of tuples is called its cardinality. 

There cannot be two identical tuples in the same relation. There is no defined order of 

the tuples of a relation. An important property of relations is the key attribute(s) which 

can be used to uniquely identify the tuples of the relation. An example of a relation is 

given in Table 2.1. This sample relation, corresponding with the entity Employee in a 

payroll record system, will be used for illustration throughout this dissertation. 

A data cell is defined as data element(s) simultaneously segmented by a single 

tuple and a single attribute. A collection of data cells is defined as a fragment. In 

distributed database systems, a relation is partitioned into fragments and these fragments 

are allocated over geographically dispersed sites. 

A transaction is an atomic unit of database access, which is either completely exe

cuted or not executed at all. Transactions include queries and updates. A query requests 
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EMP-NO I DEPARTMENT I AGE I SALARY I 
600406579 Production 20 10,000 
325605432 Production 35 40,000 
884322111 Accounting 67 50,000 
602432249 Accounting 45 45,000 
602214327 Accounting 35 55,000 
540808843 Accounting 43 60,000 

Table 2.1: Example of Relation (Relation Employee) 

data retrieval only. However, an update requires the modification of current data con-

tent. A major difference between query and update can be illustrated in the case of 

data replication. While an update must reference all of the data elements which con-

tain the information to be updated, a query references a single data element having the 

information requested. 

2.2 Data Allocation Design Problem 

2.2.1 Problem Definition and Assumptions 

As stated in the Introduction, the data allocation design problem must consider two design 

issues: the fragmentation design and fragments allocation design. In fragmentation 

design, the database designer must decide what will be the unit of allocation (a whole 

database, a data cell or some quantity in between). These units are called fragments. 

The database designer then must allocate the fragments, possibly with their replicas, to 

various network locations. The following are the decisions that must be made in solving 
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the data allocation design problem. 

1. Fragmentation Decision (Ztal, Vt = 1,.··, T, a = 1, ... , A, t = 1,.··, F). If the 

data cell eta is assigned to the fragment Fl, then Ztal = 1; otherwise Ztal = O. 

2. Fragment Allocation Decision (Xlj, vt = 1,· .. , F, j = 1,· .. , N). If the fragment 

Fi is allocated to the site j, then Xlj = 1; otherwise Xlj = O. 

3. Query Operation Decision (Ytkj, vt = 1,··· , F, k = j = 1,··· , N, k =I j). Y1kj can 

be interpreted as the percentage of query requests for fragment Fl, generated at 

site k, that needs to be routed to site j. It is thus noted that 0 ~ }lkj ~ 1. 

In order to analyze the problem complexity and the conditions of optimal data al

location design, formulation of the data allocation design problem and its subproblems 

will be examined under the following assumptions which, although they may not hold 

in every real world setting, allow us to illustrate the problem complexity and to identify 

important design considerations. The analysis performed in this chapter can provide a 

foundation for addressing the data allocation design problem when some of assumptions 

are relaxed. 

1. The database designer can assess the access rates of transactions from dispersed 

sites. 

2. The communication network is fully connected and fully reliable. 

3. Transactions are categorized into queries and updates. 
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4. The result of a transaction request is returned by the same path to the source site 

after being served at the remote site. The source site coordinates the control and 

final result. 

5. The design objective is to minimize the transmission costs of query and update 

operations. 

6. Each site has no storage capacity constraints. 

2.2.2 Notation 

In order to introduce the data allocation design problem within the context of relational 

data models, we adopt the notation summarized in Table 2.2. This notation will be 

further explained later as it is used. 

2.2.3 Problem Formulations 

In this subsection we present for future analysis formulations of the data allocation design 

problem and its subproblems. While similar formulations can be found in the literature, 

properties regarding the optimality of the data allocation design problem have not been 

addressed. This is the main reason for presenting these formulations. 

When it is not effective to allocate the database as a whole to the dispersed sites, the 

first decision that must be made is determination of the unit of allocation. The following 

input data are required for making this decision. 

1. Site index for distributed databases (i = I" .. , lV). 
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Table 2.2: Glossary of Notation for Data Allocation Design Problem 

Classification I Notation II Definition 

R A relation under study 
Database F Total number of fragments 

T Total number of tuples in R 
A Total number of attributes in R 
N Total number of sites 
Cta Data cell segmented by tuple t and attribute a 

{Si} Selection operation i 
Fragmentation [Pj) Projection operation i 

{Hn} Horizontal fragmentation n 
[lim] Vertical fragmentation m 
FI Fragment L 
nl Total number of data cells assigned to FI 

Jta(l) Index variable of Cta assigned to FI 

O!ik, f3ik Access rates of transaction i (query and update) at site k 
Transaction O!tak, f3tak Access rates of Cta (query and update) at site k 

O!lk, f3lk Access rates of FI (query and update) at site k 
qtakj, Utakj Transmission costs of Cta (source site k and sink site j) 
qlkj, Ulkj Transmission costs of FI (source site k and sink site j) 

Ita(i) Index variable of eta accessed by transaction i 

Ztal 0-1 variable regarding fragmentation design 
Decision Xlj 0-1 variable regarding fragment allocation design 
Variable Yikj Percentage of query requests for FI 

generated at site k and routed to site j 
Xtaj 0-1 variable regarding data cell allocation design 

Yiaki Percentage of query requests for Cta 

generated at site k and routed to site j 
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2. Parameters for relational databases such as grade (A), cardinality (T), etc. 

3. Cost functions regarding query and update operations (Le., selections and projec-

tions) (qtakj and Utakj). 

4. Query and update access rates at each site (a!;k and f3ik)' 

The objective of solving the data allocation design problem is to minimize the trans-

mission costs by transaction (query and update) operations. A natural minimum unit 

of fragmentation and allocation is a data cell Cta, Vt = 1, ... , T, a = 1,···, A (Let T 

and A denote the cardinality and grade of a relation, respectively). The data cell Cta is 

considered to be the data elements that are segmented by tuple t and attribute a. The 

symbols atak and f3tak are used to represent the volume of query traffic and update traffic, 

respectively, for data cell Cta at site k. 

These values may be computed by queries and updates as follows. Let a~k and f3;k 

be the request rates of query i and update i at site k, respectively. By the notation ItaC'i), 

we mean the transaction (query or update) i requests the data elements in data cell Cat. 

The query request rate for data cell Cta from site k is computed as the sum of the request 

rates of queries from site k requesting the contents of that data cell; 

atak = La~klta(i). 
i 

(2.1) 

Similarly, we note that the update request rate for data cell Cta can be computed using 

the following formula; 

f3tak = ~f3;klta(i). (2.2) 
t 
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The quantities qtakj and Utakj are the query and update transmission costs, respectively, 

of data cell Cta (source site k and sink site j). 

Adopting data cells as units of allocation reduces the data allocation design prob

lem to a fragment (data cell) allocation problem. The following formulation gives the 

optimization model from this perspective: 

Model DADP - DC 

min L:f=l ~~j L:T:l L:~~l[atakqtllkj}~lIki + f3tllk~LtukjXtuj] 

S.t. L:f::l X tuk 2: 1, Vt = 1" .. ,T, a = 1" . " A. 

L:#k Yla~,j + "-Ytak = 1, Vt = 1" .. , T, a = 1" .. , A, k = 1, ... , N 

Ylakj :::; X taj , Vt = 1" .. , T, a = 1" .. , A, k = j = 1, ... , N, k =I j 

Xtaj = {O, I} 

This formulation can be referred to as solving the data allocation design problem by 

using a data cell (DADP-DC). Here, the decision variables Xtaj and Ylllkj represent the 

allocation and query operation of data cell Cta. If data cell Cta is allocated to site j, then 

Xtaj = 1; otherwise Xtaj = O. Ylakj represents the percentage of query requests for data 

cell Cta (generated at site k) that need to be transferred to site j. 

The objective function minimizes the transmission costs, computed as the sum of 

query and update communication costs. The first constraint states that at least one copy 

of each data cell should be allocated. The second and third constraints concern query 

operations. A query will be served locally if a copy of the referenced data cell resides 

locally; otherwise, it will be routed to some node where the data cell is located (the 

---- -----~-----------------------
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second constraint). A query can be routed only to a site which contains a copy of the 

data cell requested (the third constraint). Note that 

o :5 Ytakj :5 1 

is implied from the second and third constraints. 

It is worth noting several limitations of the above model. Considering its size, 

solving this model is not a trivial task. It can be seen that the number of 0-1 decision 

variables may be represented by O(T x A x N). It is also noted that the number 

of constraints may be represented by O(T x A x Nl). In practice, this problem size 

quickly becomes unmanageable. For instance, if the relation under study has 1,000,000 

tuples and 40 attributes and the designer has 20 database locations, the number of 0-1 

decision variable is approximately 8 x 108• The number of constraints is approximately 

1.6 x 1010. It has also been pointed out that this formulation is NP-hard, i.e., there is no 

polynomial-time algorithm to solve the DADP-DC. These considerations highlight the 

design complexity of data allocation when a single data cell of a relational database is 

considered as the unit of allocation. 

Another disadvantage of using the above model is associated with practical database 

administration needs. From the implementation and database administration points of 

view, collections of data cells at various database locations need to be managed as seP8:

rated fragments (files). For this purpose, the solutions from this model require clustering 

of data cells to form fragments. Because of the large number of data cells, finding such 

fragments is not a trivial task. Furthermore, deriving the logical characteristics of the 

------------.- .. --- -- -------
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data cells in fragments in this way tends to be too complex and therefore makes database 

administration more difficult. 

A good alternative is to produce units of allocation which typically are smaller than a 

whole database (or a relation) but larger than a data cell by using information on database 

transactions1• This requires a fragmentation design step. The database designer can then 

allocate the fragment units selected by using fragment allocation models and solution 

methods. These two steps may be repeated until satisfactory results are achieved. 

This design process can reduce problem complexity, but the resulting design may 

not be optimal if the relationship between fragmentation design and fragment allocation 

is not taken into consideration. 

To analyze the properties regarding the relationship between fragmentation design and 

fragment allocation, we now present a mathematical formulation of the data allocation 

design problem which incorporates a fragmentation design decision: 

'The notion regarding units of allocation is an extension of units of access. Since database access 
always arises from database transactions, the information on which portion of the database is accessed by 
each transaction is essential to the derivation of effective units of allocation. 
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Model DADP 

minlSFSAxT PF = min 'L&l 'Lf=1 'L~i 'LT:l 'L:=l[c~takqtakiZtalYiki + f3takU takjZtaIXlj] 

s. t. 'L&1 Ztal = 1, Vt = 1, ... , T, a = 1" .. , A, 

'Lt:l X,k ~ 1, VI = 1,,, . , F 

'Li=/kYlkj+ ... Ytk = 1,VI= 1,· .. ,F,k= 1, .. ·,N 

Yiki ~ Xlj, Vi = 1" .. , F, k = j = 1, ... , N, k =I j 

X'j, Ztal = {a, I} 

For the sake of brevity, this problem will be referred to as the data allocation design 

problem (DADP), which is the data allocation problem under study in this dissertation. 

As in the DADP-DC, the objective function represents the minimization of transmission 

costs, computed as the sum of query and update communication costs. 

The constraint sets also are similar to those of the DADP-DC. The first constraint 

specifies that a data cell must be included in a single fragment. The second constraint 

states that at least one copy of each fragment should be allocated. The third constraint 

specifies that a query is served locally if a copy of the referenced fragment resides 

locally; otherwise, it is routed to the node where the fragment is located. The fourth 

constraint implies that a query can be routed only to a site which contains a copy of the 

fragment requested. 

We now introduce a typical fragment allocation model that will be further analyzed 

in the next subsection. The fragments constructed are the objects to be allocated. The 

access frequencies to the fragment Fi at site k (c~/k and (3lk) may be computed by using 
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transaction access rates and data cell index variables as follows.2 For convenience, we 

adopt another index variable Jta(l) which indicates whether the data cell Cta is assigned 

to fragment .Fl. That is, if Cta is assigned to .Fl, then Jta(l) = 1; otherwise, O. We denote 

the total number of data cells assigned to .Fl by 111. Then, we may obtain 

(3lk = 2:, 2:(1 (3'ak J'a(l) . 
nl 

Combining Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2, we arrive at the following results. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

By using these input data (fragments and their access rates), a typical fragment 

allocation model will be formulated that will be referred to as the fragment allocation 

design problem (FADP) in this dissertation. 

Model FADP 

min 2:'=1 2:1=1 2:f:tj[Ctlkqlkj Yikj + (3lkUlkj'\lj] 

s.t. 2:f!:1 Xlk 2:: 1, Vl = 1, ... , F 

2:i=/k Yikj + Xlk = 1, Vl = 1" .. , F, k = 1" .. , N 

Yikj :5 Xlj, 'i:ll = 1, ... , F, k = j = 1, ... , N, k =I j 

Xlj = {O, 1} 

2 Another procedure for computing the access frequencies to fragments in case of uniform fragments 
will be given in Chapter 4. 
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Here, the decision variables X'j and }'lkj represent the allocation and query routing 

assignment of the fragment Fl. As stated before, F represents the number of fragments 

under consideration. The quantities q,kj and 1llkj are the query and update transmission 

costs, respectively, of fragment Fl (source site k and sink site j). After computing a'k 

and f3lk by Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.6, these quantities may be assessed from qtakj 

and Utakj as follows. Because 

and 

we have 

2.3 Solution Space for a Data Allocation Design Problem 

In order to discuss the solution space of a data allocation design problem, we first note 

that the effect of fragmentation design is to divide the whole data allocation solution 

space into possibly ove'rIapping subspaces. Because a particular policy of fragmentation 

design restricts the search for a data allocation solution under that fragmentation design, 

arriving at a data allocation solution becomes the equivalent of solving the fragment 

allocation design problem under that fragmentation design. Since each of the solution 
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subspaces is allowed under a specific fragmentation design, the entire data allocation 

solution space essentially is the union of the data allocation solution subspaces, each of 

which is defined by a feasible fragmentation design. 

It should be noted that the total number of solution subspaces is typically too large to . 

enumerate practically. The number of solution subspaces corresponds with the number 

of possible fragmentation designs. However, we may not need to enumerate all the 

possible subspaces to reach the optimal data allocation design. 

In order to illustrate the key concepts regarding solution spaces of the data allocation 

design problem, let us consider a particular database over three sites as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.4. The database (or relation) under consideration consists of four parts detennined 

by transaction access patterns from multiple sites. The notation for each part represents 

an array of data cell access rates for that part. For instance, All represents an array, each 

component of which is an access rate from each site. Hence, we have 

and 

where ail~ represents the data cell access rate from site k where the data cell is in the 

database part i. 

We assume that Au :j Av (i.e., at least one component is different). This database 

thus consists of two portions, each of which has different characteristics in tenns of data 
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cell access patterns. In total, we can consider eight different fragmentation designs as 

illustrated (Design 1 - Design 8). 

Definition 2.1 A fragmentation design is uniform if each of the resulting fragments has 

a uniform data cell access rate. 

A fragmentation design is defined to be uniform if fragments produced have uniform 

data cell access rates within each fragment, and the resulting fragments can be called 

uniform fragments. Otherwise, the fragmentation design is said to be non-uniform. 

Hence, Designs 1 through 4 can be called uniform fragmentation designs. Designs 5 

through 8 are non-uniform. 

Definition 2.2 A fragmentation design Dt is inclusive of another fragmentation design 

~ if the solution space under ~ is a subset of the solution space under D l • 

In other words, all of the data allocation solutions allowed under fragmentation design 

Dz can be found (equivalently) under fragmentation design Dt • For instance, Design 

1 is inclusive of Design 5. It is noted that Design 1 is achieved by further splitting 

Design 5. This inclusiveness in solution spaces is illustrated by Figure 2.5, which shows 

a particular fragment allocation design as Design 5. This data allocation design solution 

also can be achieved by applying the first policy to Design 1. However, Design 1 also 

includes the second policy, which cannot be achieved by any fragment allocation design 

under Design 5. All of the data allocation solutions allowed under Design 5 can be 
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found under Design 1, but not vice versa. The solution space under Design 5 is a subset 

of Design 1. 

In similar fashion, the following are noted. Design 1 is inclusive of all the remaining 

designs (Design 2 - Design 7) except for Design 8. Design 1, Design 2 and Design 3 

are inclusive of Design 4. Design 1 and Design 2 are inclusive of Design 5. Design 1 

and Design 3 are inclusive of Design 6. However, only Design 1 is inclusive of Design 

7. 

The relationship between fragmentation designs in the example explored above (De-

signs 1 - 8) is illustrated in Figure 2.6 by using solution sublayers. 

We further define the following fragmentation design. 

Definition 2.3 Afragmentation design is a grid-cut design if it produces fragments having 

the following two properties. 

1. If there are some tt, a;, a; and k (a; and a; are adjacent attributes) such that 

then Vt, 

Cta' and cta' belong to different fragments; 
1 2 

2. If there are some at, t;, t; and k (t; and t; are adjacent tuples) such that 

then Va, 
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Ct, a and ct' a belong to different fragments. 
I 2 

This permits us to reach the following conclusion. 

Property 2.1 A grid-cut fragmentation design is uniform. 

grid-cut design have uniform data cell access rates. 

Fragments that result from a grid-cut design are called grid-cut fragments. A grid-

cut fragmentation design may be obtained by partitioning a given database horizontally 

and/or vertically. Design 1 is the grid-cut fragmentation design in the sample database. 

Further splitting fragments by Design 1 also produces grid-cut fragments. 

In fragmentation design, it is important to produce the smallest possible number 

of fragments in order to reduce the complexity of the next fragment allocation design. 

Hence, we define a minimum grid-cut fragmentation design as follows: 

Definition 2.4 A minimum grid-cut fragmentation design is a grid-cut design that has 

the minimurn number of fragments. 

Resulting fragments are called minimum grid-cut fragments. Minimum grid-cut 

design is also uniform because it is a special instance of grid-cut design. Note that 

Design 1 has the minimum number of fragments (=4) among possible grid-cut designs, 

and hence is the minimum grid-cut design in the sample database. 
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2.4 Analytical Properties Regarding Optimal Data Allocation Design 

We now derive some key properties regarding optimal data allocation design within 

the framework of solution spaces as illustrated in the previous section. These properties 

permit database designers to further advance their knowledge of the relationship between 

fragmentation design and fragment allocation design. Furthermore, gaining a clearer idea 

about the optimal solution may make it unnecessary to enumerate all of the possible 

fragmentation designs in order to reach the optimal data allocation design. 

Property 2.2 The optimal data allocation design lies in the solution subspace under some 

uniform fragmentation design. 

Proof. It is sufficient to show that, for a given non-uniform fragmentation design, there 

is a uniform fragmentation design such that its objective value is less than or equal 

to that of the given non-uniform design. 

For the proof, we now define several notations. Let a fragment F}, VI" .. ,F, in 

the DADP be non-uniform and be decomposed into uniform fragments Fi,· .. ,Fm, 

horizontally andlor vertically according to transaction operations. We denote the 

DADP using these non-uniform fragments by DADP-N. Here, 1nl represents the 

total number of uniform fragments which can be decomposed from non-uniform 

fragment Fi. Then, the total number of uniform fragments produced this way is 

F m/ 

F=2:2:. 
1=1 1-=1 
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We denote the DADP using these uniform fragments by DADP-U. Let (Zfal' Ylkj' Xli) 

and (Ziaz, Ylkj' X~) be the optimal decision variables for the DADP-N and DADP-

U, respectively. Let Opt(DADP - N) and Opt(DADP - U) be the optimal value 

of the objective function for the DADP-N and DADP-U, respectively. 

We now derive the relationship between Opt(DADP - N) and Opt(DADP - U). 

Opt(DADP - N) 

= 2:f=I2:~j 2:;:'I2::=I2:Cl [cttakqta~'jZ?a/}/Zj + f3takU takjZ?aIX&] 

= 2:f=I2:~j 2:;:'12::=1 2:F:l 2:~'l [cttakQtakjZ?arY,1j + f3tClk7.LtnkjZtarX~j] 

~ 2:f=I2:~j 2:F:I2::=I2:F:l 2:~~ll [ctt(lkQt(lkjZ/"al'}~kj + f3tnkU takj Z t"arX ;j] 

= 2:f=I2:~j 2:;:'12::=1 2:'='1 [ctt(/kQtakjZ:(lI}/~'j + f3tak7.LtakjZialX~] 

= Opt(DADP - U) 

In summary, Opt(DADP - U) $ Opt(DA.DP - }.,T). 

This leads us to conclude that we can always find a uniform design such that 

its objective function is lower than or equal to that of any non-uniform design. 

Therefore, the optimal data allocation solution can more readily be obtained by 

uniform fragmentation design than by non-uniform design. 

By Property 2.2, it is concluded that the search for the optimal data allocation design 

can be achieved by uniform fragmentation. Incorporating this with the FADP, we arrive 

at the following result. 
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Property 2.3 Given a uniformfragmentation design under which the solution space in-

eludes the optimal solution to the DADP, the optimal solution can be found by solving 

the FADP that optimally allocates the resulting fragments. 

Proof. If the fragmentation design has been determined, the constraints (2:, Ztal = 1 and 

Ztal = {O, I}) are fixed and can thus be ignored. Therefore, the DADP having 

fragments and the FADP are identical as far as constraints are concerned. 

Therefore, by Property 2.2, it is sufficient to show that the objective of the DADP 

gives the same value as that of an FADP having uniform fragments. We denote the 

objectives of the DADP and FADP by Obj(DADP) and Obj(F ADP), respec-

tively. This is proved by associating the parameters and variables of the DADP 

with those of FADP so that an input to the DADP can be converted into input to 

the FADP and both problems obtain the same objective values. 

For data cells assigned to F" which is uniform, we know that 

We also know that 

Therefore, we have 
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Since CXtak remains the same regardless of indices t and a, this is further arranged 

as 

In similar fashion, we have 

Finally, the mapping of Obj(DADP) to Obj(FADP) is achieved as follows. 

Under given uniform fragments, 

Obj(DADP) 

= 'Lf:l 'L.f=l 'Lt'tj [('Lt 'La a:takqtakjZtal)}/kj + ('Lt 'La (3tctkUtakjZ tal)Xlj] 

= 'Lf:l 'L.f=l 'L£'.;j [alkqlkj1'ikj + (3lk'u1kjXIj] 

= Obj(FADP) 

Hence for uniform fragmentation design, the objective of the DADP can be reduced 

to that of the FADP and vice versa. 

We now show that the optimal data allocation design is possible by using uniform 

fragmentation. 

Property 2.4 The optimal solution to the DADP places all fragments having the same 

access rates at the same location(s) and routes query requests to these fragments through 

the same path. 
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Proof. Let .F} and Fi, be two fragments having the same access rates. Let X& and Ylkj 

be the allocation and query routing decisions for Fi. Also let X,~ j and "y;ikj be the 

allocation and query routing decisions for Fi,. The proof is equivalent to show 

that, if a:11~ = (X,, k and f3'k = f3
" 

k' then X& = X,~ j and Ylkj = "y;i kj' 

The FADP is decomposable with respect to fragments because its objective func

tion is linear and it has no capacity constraints. Hence, solving the FADP as a 

whole is equivalent to solving the the following single fragment allocation design 

problem of Fi for 1 = 1"" ,F. 

Model FADP- L 

min 2:f=t 2:~j[a:lkqlkjYikj + f3I1.:UlkjX/j] 

S.t. 2:t':t XI1~ = 1 

2:#k Ylkj + Xlk = 1, Vk = 1" .. , N 

Ylkj ~ .X'il Vk = j = 1, ... , N, Ie =I j 

Xlj = {a, 1} 

The F ADP - L obtains Xij and llkj as the optimum. Solving the single fragment 

allocation design problem of Fi, becomes; 
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Model F ADP - L' 

min L.7=1 Lf!:tj[a/, kq/, kj Yi' kj + f3/, k u/' k,iXI' jl 

S.t. L~1 x" k = I 

Li7'k Yi' kj + X"~ k = 1, V k = 1, ... , N 

Y,/'k' < X" ' Vk = J' = 1 ... N k -J J' 3 - 3' " , T 

Xl'j={O,l} 

The F ADP - L' obtains Xp j and }}~.j as the optimum. However, we note that 

q/'kj 
= LI La crlakqlakjJ'lI(l') 

cr/, k 

= LI Lg crlakqlakjJ,a(l) X ~~l1....a-"-'I(:.:...;I~,..:..;q'.;;.;.<lk;::..'jJ-;-la--:(/,"') 
a'/I: a a'I<lMla~'j J'a(l) 

= qlkj X C. 

Here, c is the constant that implies the ratio between the sizes of FI, and Fl. We 

now get 

ql'kj = c X qlkj. 

Similarly, we can get 

UI' kj = C X 'Ulkj. 

We know alk = a/, k and f3lk = f3/, k' 

Consequently, solving the F ADP - L and solving the FADP - L' are equivalent. 

Note that the equivalence holds with the proportional. linear objective functions 

and the same constraints. Hence. Xij = X/~ j and Yikj = ~ikj' 
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Because the optimal data allocation design can be found by solving an FADP having 

uniform fragments (Property 2.3) and the optimal design places all uniform fragments 

at the same location(s) with the same query routing path (Property 2.4), we have the 

following corollary. 

Corollary 2.1 Solving the FADP by uniformfragments is equivalent to solving the DADP. 

In other words, the corollary above implies that identifying any uniform fragmentation 

design and then solving the FADP having the resulting fragments is equivalent to solving 

the DADP. We note that, compared with solving the DADP, the problem size of solving 

the FADP is reduced. It is seen that the number of decision variables of the FADP is 

reduced to O(F x N) from O(T x A x F). The size of constraint sets is also reduced 

to O(F x Nl) from O(T x .4). 

It has been seen that a grid-cut design is uniform, thus implying that solving the FADP 

with the fragments obtained by any grid-cut design provides the optimal data allocation 

design. Furthermore, we know that the minimum grid-cut design produces uniform 

fragments and has the smallest number of fragments. Hence, allocating fragments by 

the minimum fragmentation design can be an efficient way of solving the data allocation 

design problem. We will provide an algorithm to generate such minimum grid-cut 

fragme~ts in a later chapter. 

Another advantage of grid-cut design can be identified in the following proposition. 

Property 2.5 For the same set of transaction operations, a grid-cut design can find the 

optimum, even when the access rates change. 
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Proof. Let.Fl Nl = 1, ... , F) be the grid-cut fragments having the access rates Ctlk and 

(31k, respectively. By Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.6, we have 

and 

(3lk = L:t L:n L:i f3:k1taU) Jta(l) . 
nl 

Here, Ct~k and (3;k are the query/update access rates before change. Although the 

query/update access rates change to a:Yk and f3rk' respectively, query and update 

are fixed operations and the fragmentation design remains the same. Hence we 

have new fragment access rates Ctrk and /3(1k as 

and 

Note that .Fl Ni = 1"", F) are still uniform fragments, implying that the grid-

cut design is still uniform even when access rates change. Hence, the grid-cut 

design can find the optimum by solving the fragment allocation by using .Fl Nl = 

1, ... , F) even when the access rates change. 

This property is important for data allocation design, since transaction operations 

usually do not change even when access rates change over time. As long as transaction 
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operations remain the same, the designer can adopt the same fragmentation design even 

if access rates change. 

Under storage capacity constraints, the number of constraints does not increase much 

since that number is dominated by the number of data cell partitioning constraints (Le., . 

~'=1 Ztal = 1). However, producing unifonn fragments may not be feasible. In this case, 

further splitting is necessary. For instance, if a particular site cannot carry a fragment 

as a whole, further splitting the fragment whose requirement is beyond the capacity 

constraint can be an alternative design that keeps the affinity of data. The price for 

splitting is an increased number of units of allocation. 

In this section, we have studied several important properties of optimal data allocation 

design in distributed databases. In the following two chapters, we will further advance 

data allocation design by providing a taxonomy of data allocation models and presenting 

a design method to generate minimum grid-cut fragments. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DATA ALLOCATION DESIGN IN COMPUTER NETWORKS 

In Chapter 2, we explored the solution space and analytical properties of typical data al

location design problems. However, in discllssing these problems, the network structure 

was simplified; no design technique was provided for special access patterns and the 

design objective was minimization of costs, which may not represent the actual decision 

criteria. Even though work on the data allocation design problem has started to address 

these considerations, more research remains to be done. 

In order to address the data allocation design problem more efficiently, we therefore 

have analyzed the impact of such design factors as network scope, database access 

patterns and decision criteria. Taking into consideration these design factors, in this 

chapter we provide a taxonomy of data allocation models and present a literature review. 

We then discuss what will be done in the latt!r chapters of this dissertation. In other 

words, we discuss the research directions that the proposed taxonomy and literature 

review indicate should be emphasized. 

In Section 3.1, we briefly discuss the impact of design factors on data allocation 

designs. In Section 3.2, we present a generic taxonomy for data allocation models. In 

Section 3.3, we discuss work that has been done on data allocation design problems. 
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In Section 3.4, we summarize what will be addressed in the remaining chapters of this 

dissertation. 

3.1 Impact of Design Factors on Data Allocation Design 

The design factors considered here include the database access pattern, network scope 

and design objectives (Le., decision criteria) that are essential to the determination of data 

allocation modeling and solution strategies. In other words, the data allocation derivation 

process and the structure of model formulation differ according to these design factors. 

The emphasis here is on the characteristics and implications of the design factors in the 

context of data allocation design. 

3.1.1 Database Access Pattern: Strong versus Weak Locality of Reference 

As discussed in the previous chapter, fragmentation of a database and allocation of the 

resulting fragments are closely related to the characteristics of the transactions which 

require access to databases. Especially, the approach to solving the data allocation design 

problem differs according to the property, called locality of reference, which specifies 

whether or not transactions from a network site are most often interested in a particular 

portion of the database. A locality of reference can be categorized as either strong or 

weak. 

Strong locality of reference represents the phenomenon in which database access 

locations have continuous interest in accessing certain parts of a database. For example, 
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a banking branch tends to access from a global customer account database the account 

infonnation of customers who live or work in areas near this branch. Another example 

is an airline reservation system operating over multiple sites, where most transactions 

request flight/reservation infonnation related to the local site. 

Weak locality of reference, which is the opposite of strong locality of reference, 

has rarely been explored in the literature. However, as will be shown, the recognition of 

this phenomenon makes it possible to simplify the data allocation design process. The 

database access pattern in a distributed database system is characterized as weak locality 

of reference if every individual site is equally likely (or almost equally likely) to access 

any part of the database. Users at each site have no local interest in accessing a specific 

set of data items. 

For instance, let us consider transaction request arrivals in a single banking branch 

where two customers (two request types) are served by two tellers (see Figure 3.7). 

Different request types are defined as accessing different parts of a global database. 

Suppose that two types of transaction requests (A and B) arrive at the banking branch 

randomly with the same arrival rates as in case 1. Here, the arrival rate (SA, SB) 

denotes request types A and B arrive at a rate of S per unit of time, respectively. Since 

request types (A and B) can be served by any teller, each site (each teller) has the same 

probability of receiving request type A as of receiving request type B (In the figure, 

50% in case 1 represents that 50% of requests for access data item A arriving at site 

1). Therefore, each site has the same possibility of accessing data item A as data item 
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Case 1 (Weak Locality). 

Database 
Teller 1 Arrival Rate of Request Types 

- 6A,6B 

~ A 

B 
/8A.8B 

- 2A,2B 

Case 2 (Strong Locality). 
Teller 1 

- ~ 
9A,3B 

A 

B 
/12A.4B 

- 3A,IB 

Case 3 (Strong Locality). 
Teller 1 

- 6A,2B 

~ A 

B 
/12A.4B 

- 6A,2B 

Percentage: the portion of requests (arriving at each site) that access the specific data item 

Figure 3.7: Example of Weak Locality of Reference (Banking Branch) 
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B. In other words, each site in case 1 is equally likely to access any part of the global 

database (weak locality of reference). 

However, if the arrival rates for request types A and B are different (see the case 

2), each site does not possess a unifonn access rate to the database (75% and 25 % of 

requests arriving at each site access data item A and data item B, respectively). And 

neither site has weak locality of reference. In case 3, even though arrival traffic is 

unifonnly distributed between two sites, the access pattern violates the property of weak 

locality of reference. 

Both strong and weak localities of reference can be observed in networks with large 

geographic span (Le., wide area networks) or in networks which are local in scope 

(i.e., local area networks). The data allocation modeling approach for strong locality 

of reference does not differ according to the network scope. In terms of modeling 

simplicity, only data allocation design in a local area network can significantly benefit 

from the presence of weak locality of reference. Table 3.3 provides several examples of 

data and transactions showing strong and weak locality of reference. 

3.1.2 Wide and Local Area Networks 

In the Introduction, we have seen how a distributed computer system can be- classified 

according to type of computer network. It therefore is not surprising that the computer 

network being used has a major role in categorizing data allocation models. We next 

introduce and describe different network environments within the framework of data 
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Table 3.3: Examples of Weak and Strong Locality of Reference (Database Access Pat
terns) 

Computer Weak locality Strong locality 
networks of reference of reference 

Bibliography data Medical information 
in a single library building at medical center 

LAN having different departments 

Account information Product information 
in a single departmenl store in a manufacturing firm 

Product information 
in a POS system 
Product information Passenger/freight information 
of national supermarket of airline reservation system 

WAN 
Account data 
of national bank 

Customer/account data 
of credit card firm 

Customer information 
of national supermarket 
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allocation models. Concentration is on two widely accepted network environments: 

local area networks (LAN) and wide area networks (WAN) since metropolitan area 

networks (MAN) are still at the research stage. 

Besides a difference in geographic scope, other characteristics of LAN and WAN 

[Stal 87, Tane 88, Mart 88, Stal 88] also affect considerations for data allocation design. 

The following are some characteristics of major interest. 

• Transmission speed. Transmission speeds of a WAN are generally low, typically 

9600 bits per second (bps) or lower, although a small percentage of WANs use 

data links that operate at speeds of 56 Kbps or even 1.5 Mbps. LANs, on the 

other hand, usually have high transmission speeds ranging from a few to a few 

hundred Mbps. 

• Topology and network access. A typical WAN employs a point-to-point connec

tion (except for satellite networks which use broadcast channels) and carries out 

transmission between two locations in a store-and-forward manner. LAN topolo

gies, in contrast, can be characterized as having a multi-point connection using a 

broadcast channel. Access to the common channel in a LAN is arbitrated by some 

medium access control protocol. 

• Ownership and cost structure. WANs typically are value-added networks using 

public communication facilities. The tangible costs to WAN users can be described 

as a function of transmission volume. LANs are usually user-installed, proprietary 
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Table 3.4: Network Characteristics of LANs and WANs 

I Network characteristics II LAN WAN 

Geographic span < lOKm > 10 Km 
Transmission speed > 1 Mbps < 9600 Kbps 
Topology and control Multi-point, Point-to-point, 

medium access control store-~-forward 

Ownership Proprietary Public 
Cost structure Independent of traffic Value-added 
Network reliability High Low 

networks. Therefore, LAN users bear no or very low network operating costs 

which are not dependent on transmission volume. 

• Reliability. LAN cable is highly reliable. Error rates are about 1000 times lower 

than for WANs. Therefore, node reliability dominates network reliability in a 

LAN. In the design of a WAN, however, the network reliability should be taken 

into account. 

Table 3.4 summarizes LAN and WAN characteristics. These network characteristics 

have significant implications for design objectives and evaluation of objective functions 

for data allocation design. In particular, the ownership and the cost structure charac-

teristics imply that data allocation designs in LAN will not affect network operating 

costs and therefore tend to optimize some distributed database processing performance 

measure. On the other hand, users of WAN, which are value-added networks, may 

find transmission costs constitute a substantial portion of the system operating cost and 

therefore try to minimize them. 
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As a result of the differences in geographic span and network topology, transmissions 

in LANs experience relatively negligible propagation delays, while WAN transmissions 

observe fairly long propagation delays that vary according to the length of data links 

through which a transmission travels. Furthermore, the transmission speeds of data links 

may vary within the same WAN. Therefore, the performance of a data transmission 

in a LAN is virtually independent of its origin and destination, whereas the cost and 

performance evaluation for data transmission in a WAN is very much origin-destination 

dependent. This consideration has a direct impact on the complexity of transmission 

cost/performance functions, which inevitably are important components in data allocation 

design objective functions. 

Geographic span and transmission speed together have further implications for the 

transmission performance/cost ratio in the' design objective func!ion. Specifically, the 

transmission delay is much shorter than the nodal database processing delay incurred 

by disk access and software execution in LAN. Hence, the optimization of the over

all distributed database processing performance tends to favor data allocation solutions 

which balance data processing loads among network nodes. However, the transmission 

performance/cost ratio for distributed systems in a WAN significantly outweighs the per

formance/cost measures for other service components and thereby becomes the major 

objective function to optimize. Table 3.5 illustrates some implications of LAN and WAN 

characteristics for data allocation design. 
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Table 3.5: Implications of LAN and WAN Characteristics for Data Allocation Design 

I Network characteristics 1/ LAN WAN 
Geographic span, Origin-destination independent Origin-destination dependent 
Topology and control transmission performance transmission performance/cost 
Geographic span, Short transmission delay Long/high transmission delay/cost 
Transmission speed 

Nodal data processing systems Transmission performance/cost 
are botLIenecks dominates design considerations 

Effective design strategies Effective design strategies 
maximize load balancing minimize network transmission 
among network nodes by increasing local access 

Topology and control Effective with broadcasting Broadcasting consumes more 
network resources 

No multi-task transmission Multi-task transmission 
parallelism exists in a LAN parallelism exists in a WAN 

Design objectives Design objectives emphasize Design objectives emphasize 
performance optimization operating cost minimization 

Network reliability Overall DB reliability is Network reliability is 
primarily dependent upon critical to overall DB 
node reliability reliability 
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3.1.3 A Single Objective versus Multiple Objectives in the Design of Distributed 

Database Systems 

Most studies of the design of distributed database systems conducted to date have the 

common feature of a single objective, subject to a set of system constraints. As indicated 

in Table 3.5, the single objective of major importance in the design problem depends upon 

network scope. In LANs, a performance measure such as response time or throughput 

is the design objective of major interest. Operating costs become more important as 

the network scope increases, so minimization of costs is the most frequent objective in 

WANs. 

In most distributed database systems, however, the effectiveness of a system design 

may be judged according to multiple criteria, e.g., operating costs as well as system per

formance and availability. These criteria typically would conflict, making it impossible 

for a single objective to be optimized without detriment to other objectives. There

fore, a data allocation design methodology that permits compromise among conflicting 

objectives is likely to produce better designs than a single-objective methodology. 

To accommodate the interaction of users and computing resources at geographically 

dispersed locations, distributed database systems have a variety of design criteria that 

may be different from those of centralized database systems. These design criteria 

include: 

• System Response Time. System response time is the time expected to be spent in 

the system by a single job request. System response time is of major importance in 
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the performance of most computer systems, and performance may be enhanced by 

appropriate data allocation. For instance, the potential for data access contention 

may be minimized by appropriate data allocation . 

• Throughput. Throughput, the number of responses served per time unit in the 

system, is another important performance measure in computer systems. An in

stance is the case where a database processing can be performed concurrently at 

multiple sites to improve the throughput. Throughput is inversely proportional to 

system response time. 

• Operating Costs. As a result of local processing and remote processing by request 

transfer, data operating costs depend upon the design of a distributed database 

system. The overall operating costs can be reduced by trading communication for 

local database processing costs. 

• Reliability or Availability. System reliability and/or resource availability should 

be enhanced to reduce the possibility of system failures. The more reliable the 

system, the more successfully the task is accomplished. 

• Modularity. Distributed database systems should be highly modular to make 

them easier to expand. To accommodate growth, it should be possible to add 

easily without disturbing the existing system. 

• Site Autonomy. Users at each site should have local control and responsibil

ity over their applications. Such site autonomy may improve the quality of the 
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infonnation generated and its fit with local needs. 

Of the above, the three objectives most commonly emphasized in the design of 

distributed database systems have been the minimization of costs, the minimization of 

system response time, and the maximization of system availability. 

3.2 A Taxonomy of Data AII~cation Models 

3.2.1 A Taxonomy 

As has been discussed, network and data access characteristics in local and in wide 

geographic areas entail different modeling strategies and considerations for data alloca

tion models. Additionally, it is obvious that the design objective under consideration 

detennines the problem fonnulation. Single or multiple design objectives may exist. 

It is of critical importance to recognize these factors in developing or selecting effec

tive data allocation models for a certain geographic scope. To provide some guidelines 

for model development and management aimed at providing effective decision support, 

Figure 3.8 classifies data allocation models in LANs and in WANs according to design 

objective, data access patterns and origin-destination dependency. 

By plotting these attributes along the axes of a three-dimensional space, data al

location models of varying considerations reside in a data allocation cube. Because 

transmissions in a LAN usually have extremely low origin-destination dependency and 

it is safe to consider that all WANs except for those that are satellite-based have absolute 

dependency on origin-destination pairs, collections of data allocation problems in LANs 
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and in WANs are located respectively on the left wall and on the right wall of the cube. 

A class of data allocation problems that lies in the space between the two walls exists 

in hybrid local-wide area networks environments. The interconnection of a number of 

local area networks, such as those at each branch office of a bank using a wide area 

network, is an example of such a hybrid environment. The corresponding data allocation 

problem is one of the most complex of all. 

Both LANs and WANs may observe weak and strong locality of reference. However, 

data allocation designs in a LAN are not likely to compare different alternatives on the 

basis of system operating costs because the costs are not necessarily affected by data 

allocation designs. Although data allocation can have impacts on system configuration 

costs, hardware and network configurations are a given for all data allocation models so 

their costs will not be considered here. 

It is important to note that LANs and WANs may have both performance and cost as 

simultaneous objectives or may have objectives in addition to these two. In other words, 

the data allocation problem should be built within the framework of hybrid objectives, 

namely multiple objectives. Hence, a design objective opposite to a single-objective 

extreme (performance-oriented or the cost-oriented) in Figure 3.8 should be multiple 

design objectives (e.g., performance, cost, availability, etc.). In most cases, however, 

the primary interest in LAN design is concerned with the performance measure. The 

opposite is true of WANs, which are mainly concerned with operating cost. In such 

extreme cases, data allocation models can be formulated with a single objective in 
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Figure 3.8: The Data Allocation Cube: LAN versus WAN 
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3.2.2 Model Complexity 
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Solving the data allocation model for a general setting is very difficult. Taking into 

consideration the impact of data allocation attributes on modeling strategies might make 

derivation of optimal solutions to data allocation models a more approachable task. In 

particular, the critical data allocation attributes are design variables and design objective 
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functions that affect solution computation complexities: 

• Design variables: integer versus real. In the case of weak locality of reference 

and no desire to replicate data over network locations such as in a LAN, it has been 

noted that partitioning and allocation of a database can be effectively combined 

using decision variables which represent the portion (percentage) of the database 

independent of its logical meaning that will be allocated to every network node. 

The resulting models, hence, are either linear or nonlinear programming models, 

which greatly reduces the complexities of computing their solutions. 

It will be seen that weak locality of reference in a WAN under no capacity con

straint, on the other hand, suggests that a database is best allocated as a whole 

(see Appendix A). One extreme case could be that a single copy of the database is 

assigned when update activities are high, whereas the database can be fully repli

cated across all user locations when query requests significantly outnumber update 

transactions. In this case, the design variables are zero-one integer variables to 

indicate whether a copy of the database is allocated to a certain site for all net

work sites, and the allocation model can be formulated as an integer programming 

problem. 

When strong locality of reference dominates, the problem should be decomposed 

into database fragmentation and fragment allocation problems to be solved indi

vidually. The issue then is just how to allocate these partitions over the network, 

Le., the fragment allocation decisions. Fragment allocation can be formulated in 
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the form of an integer programming problem. 

• Design objective functions The cost objective usually can be formulated in lin

ear functions, whereas performance objectives such as response times, utilization 

or throughput will require queueing analysis and will result in non-linear objec

tive functions. Cost objectives that are dependent on some system performance 

measures are also categorized as performance objectives. Hence, including a per

formance measure increases the problem complexity. 

If designers need to consider multiple design objectives, the design problem and 

the solution method become more complicated because there is no general math

ematical optimum design. Alternatively, designers may generate non-dominant 

solutions and obtain the most satisfactory solution as the optimum. 

3.3 Literature Survey: Data Allocation Design 

This section surveys relevant past research so as to identify the present status of data 

allocation design research, as well as deficiencies observed in existing results and di

rections for continued work on the problem. The discussion attempts to introduce the 

fundamentals of major research and to present key results in a coherent framework. The 

survey's primary emphasis is on characteristics that distinguish a variety of research 

work rather than on specific details. Earlier related research has been categorized as 

either fragmentation design or fragment allocation design. 

Results of this survey have motivated the motivation for the remaining work reported 
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in this dissertation and are summarized in the next subsections . 

. 3.3.1 Fragmentation Design 

Unlike fragment allocation design, fragmentation design has been studied only recently. 

The difficulty of fragmentation design mainly results from its logical considerations. 

Chang and Cheng [Chan 80] first proposed a methodological approach for structured 

database decomposition based on a relational data model. Several structural decomposi

tion rules were presented. Databases are fragmented for efficiency in database retrieval 

and storage, for database security, and for physical implementation considerations. 

It has been noted that fragmentation design typically can be categorized as either 

vertical or horizontal fragmentation. A typical rationale for fragmentation is the affinity 

(i.e., possession of the same property) of the data group. Vertical fragmentation sub

divides attributes into groups and assigns each group to a physical object. Horizontal 

fragmentation subdivides tuples (object instances) into groups having the same attributes 

as the original object. 

Ceri et al. [Ceri 83] proposed a method for a horizontal fragmentation design of 

logical database schemes using objects or links. The input information required includes 

the cardinality and size of objects and links, along with the specification of transactions. 

The partitioning is determined on the basis of knowledge of use of data objectives and 

knowledge of interrelationships among data. It is assumed that all possible ways of 

partitioning an object are prespecified and that the method should either select one of 
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the candidate partitionings or allocate an object as a whole. Fragment allocation can be 

solved by a linear integer programming problem with the objective of minimizing costs 

by using a nonreplicated fragment allocation and reducing complexities by applying a 

decomposed heuristic. 

Of the two fragmentation schemes, vertical partitioning is more complex because it 

requires record key definition. Navathe et al. [Nava 84] described the vertical partition

ing of a set of logical records or a relation into fragments that may be non-overlapping 

or overlapping so that partitioning will not be disjointed. A two-phase approach was 

proposed; the design in the first phase was driven by empirical objective functions which 

do not require specific cost information but closely match the requirements of transac

tions. The notion of affinity of attributes is adopted to permute them and produce an 

initial clustering. In the second phase, cost optimization was achieved by incorporating 

the knowledge of a specific application environment. 

A different approach to fragmentation design is to generate fragments on the basis 

of schedules of query/update operations. An example is proposed by Apers [Aper 88], 

who presented a model according to schedules produced by arbitrary query processing 

algorithms so that the total transmission cost is minimized. A method of partitioning 

relations (horizontally based on the predicates of the queries and vertically based on the 

attributes) was proposed to determine the fragments to be allocated from the relations in 

the conceptual schema. Under restrictive conditions it was shown that these fragments 
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are. the smallest that have to be considered. Methods for obtaining optimal and near

optimal solutions under various ways of computing the allocation cost were presented 

and compared. 

Ceri et al. [Ceri 87] presented a methodological approach to the data allocation 

design process that highlights the use of logical and quantitative information regarding 

data distribution. The importance of locality of data and application in the data allocation 

design was addressed. Locality of data and application is defined as the degree to which 

data are close to the applications which use them. The main objective of the design was 

to achieve maximum locality of data and applications, i.e., allocating data as close as 

possible to the applications. 

A basic assumption of the Ceri paper is that the database designer is able to pre

dict both the logical properties which characterize the locality of data with respect to 

applications and the quantitative information measuring the load of applications. It is 

also assumed that possible candidates for fragmentation design can be determined by 

using partitioning cdteria. The designer must select the most appropriate fragmenta

tion design, given the potential fragmentation design. The authors attempted to indicate 

how the methodology is part of a global approach to distributed design. Two typical 

methods (top-down and bottom-up approaches) were contrasted. The methodology was 

exemplified by their DATAID-D top-down DDB design method. 
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3.3.2 Fragment Allocation Design 

As stated previously, the second phase of data allocation design is determination of how 

to allocate the partitioned fragments under the assumption that the fragmentation design 

has previously been determined. This problem is referred to as fragment allocation 

design. The separable fragments may be referred to as (data) files and are the candidates 

for allocation. Models for allocating fragments, and possibly their replicas, to processing 

nodes have been called fragment (file) allocation models in the literature. 

The simplest fragment allocation model was developed by Casey in his pioneering 

research paper [Case 72]. The model incorporates query/update traffic and formulates 

the single file allocation model in a simpler fashion by relaxing capacity constraints and 

letting I denote a set of site indexes representing a given file assignment. The fixed 

cost of locating a copy of the file at node k (ll: = 1"", n) is denoted by ak. The 

symbols CXj and {3j are used to represent the volume of query traffic and update traffic, 

respectively. The quantities qjk and 'lljk are (query and update, respectively) costs of a 

unit of communication from node j to node k. The objective of Casey's model is to find 

the optimal node assignment I to minimize the total cost 

The model clearly shows the important cost trade-off between queries and updates. 

Query cost is minimized by allocating data copies at every node. Conversely, update 

cost is minimized by having only a single file copy located at an optimal location. This 
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simple model has been useful in specifying some properties of the optimal assignment 

of files. 

Computational methods to solve Casey's model are expensive. Eswaran [Eswa 74] 

in fact proved that Casey's fragment allocation model (Le., minimizing C(I» is NP-hard 

[Gare 79]. 

Chu [Chu 69] presented an integer non-linear programming formulation for the frag

ment allocation design. This model is the first fragment allocation model found in 

the literature. Chu's model studied the allocation of multiple file copies on a multiple 

computer configuration to optimize fragment transmission cost and storage cost. The 

resulting nonlinear combinatorial problem is reducible to a linear integer problem, but 

still is costly to solve. Chu's model varies from Casey's model by dealing with multiple 

files having a fixed number of copies, by specifying performance and storage capacities 

as constraints, and by not distinguishing between queries and updates. 

Since Casey's and Chu's pioneering works, fragment allocation has been exten

sively studied in work that demonstrates a variety of design features. Dowdy and Foster 

[Dowd 82] presented an excellent survey on early research on fragment allocation mod

els. File allocation models discussed were based on design features such as multiple files 

or copies, query/update traffic, storage/channel capacities, general topologies, tractable 

heuristics, etc. The emphasis of the survey was on model comparison and specification 

of model deficiencies. Models have since been developed that add details and signifi

cant advances have been made in providing comprehensive and/or complicated fragment 

. - . ---.-. ---------- --.- .. --
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allocation models (e.g., see [Morg 77, Lani 83, Gavi 87, Rame 90]). 

A typical example of this research trend can be found in a paper by Gavish [Gavi 87] 

whose model is comprehensive because of the many fragment allocation details incorpo

rated. It accepts a listing of the relevant data sources in the organization, their physical 

locations, the number and rate of transactions originating from those locations and the 

amount of data that must be transferred before a transaction can be updated as well as 

a list of reports and their physical distribution to end users. The model can be used to 

support corporate management and control activities covering data sources, data volume, 

and report generation. The problem was formulated in the traditional form of combina

torial optimization. The Lagrangian relaxation technique was adopted and good lower 

bounds were generated to achieve optimal fragment allocation. 

Another direction taken by fragment allocation work is based on models which opti

mize a performance measure rather than system costs. Development of a framework of 

product-form queueing networks was first attempted by Srinivasan and Kant [Srin 87], 

who modeled fragment allocation as a closed queueing network problem of multiple 

chains with the objective of minimizing overall mean response time to customer re

quests. A single-request version of the problem, ignoring communication delay, was 

first presented and this was analyzed using an incremental analytic approach. Cases of 

mUltiple request types also were analyzed with the aid of some existing algorithms. A 

general case including communication times and delay was also discussed. 

Most fragment allocation research is based on a point-to-point WAN. Research on 
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LANs is relatively rare. Because LANs have several possible topologies, fragment al

location research has been formulated on the basis ofa particular topology. Yu et al. 

[Yu 85] studied the allocation of fragments in a specific star LAN. The objectives in

cluded minimizing costs of fragment interaction on the network. Wah and Lien [Wah 85] 

provided another LAN-based fragment allocation model within the framework of multi

access networks. Several different applications were presented to deal with copies of 

fragments, concurrency control and query retrieval. Due to the broadcasting capability 

of multi-access networks, some instances of the problem in this setting were shown to 

be simplified and solved in polynomial time. A common objective of the above two 

models is to minimize system costs rather than to optimize performance measures such 

as system response time. 

Conflicting design objectives in the design of distributed computer systems were 

originally addressed by Jgnizio et al. [Jgni 82]. This approach focused on a robust and 

flexible process for the overall design of the general distributed computer system within 

a multi-objective environment, taking into account a variety of types of distributed com

puter systems. A multiple-objective model specifically for data allocation design has 

not yet been derived, even though some research in the design of distributed computer 

systems [Jain 86, Jain 87] has incorporated fragment allocation. For instance, Jain's 

model [Jain 87] determines processor selection and allocation as well as fragment al

location by a goal programming formulation. Three design objectives are considered: 

costs (operating and investment), response time and fragment availability. 
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t : This category can be addressed by WAN models having strong locality of reference. 

Figure 3.9: A Classification of the Research on Data Allocation Design 

3.4 A Conceptual Framework for Further Research 

3.4.1 Findings 

A survey of past research on data allocation design problems and a resulting taxonomy 

of data allocation models reveals the following points. 

A summary of the research surveyed in the literature review according to the proposed 

taxonomy shown in Figure 3.9 indicates that models having strong locality of reference 

may be included in the case for WAN under weak locality of reference because of the 

lack of interest in dividing the database (see Appendix A). 

Transaction operations; which are the basis for accessing a database, best explain 
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the logical nature of the fragmentation design problem (Le., the affinity of data). There

fore, a fragmentation design should be based on database access patterns determined by 

transaction operations. 

The effect of database access patterns has not been clearly investigated in the lit

erature nor have previous studies addressed weak locality of reference. Consideration 

of transaction operations has not been complete. Because fragmentation design u,n.der 

weak locality of reference can be simultaneous with determining the fragment allocation 

decision variable, fragmentation design research should concentrate on strong-Iocality

of-reference cases. 

The difficulty of data allocation design is, in fact, due to the interrelationship between 

logical (mostly in fragmentation design) and quantitative (mostly in fragment allocation 

design) considerations. It is therefore necessary to find a way to capture both con

siderations in the design process. Most fragmentation design methods until now have 

failed to address their relationship and even though they are interdependent the two have 

usually been solved separately. As pointed out in Chapter 2, we need to further investi

gate achieving a minimum fragmentation design in order to produce minimum uniform 

fragments at the fragment allocation design stage. 

The research on fragment allocation design has moved toward the development of 

comprehensive models that consider additional features such as general topologies, avail

ability, capacities, etc., as was anticipated by Dowdy and Foster [Dowd 82]. However, 

most fragment allocation models concentrate on specific environments like WANs. There 
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is a need for model development efforts to address design issues that so far have gained 

little attention. 

Appropriate areas for further work on fragment allocation design research are high

lighted in Figure 3.9. Because past fragment allocation research has been concentrated 

on single-objective data allocation models with strong locality of reference on point-to

point WANs, most models have failed to identify two important issues in the design 

of distributed database systems, namely weak locality of reference and a multi-criteria 

approach to the hybrid objective case. 

3.4.2 Further Research Questions and Remaining Work 

Based on the findings explored above, the research reported in this dissertation pursued 

three research directions (questions): 

1. What fragmentation design generates minimllmfragments lInder strong locality of 

reference? 

2. How can the data allocation design problem be solved for LANs under weak locality 

of reference? How effective is the proposed modeling and solution approach? 

3. How can the data allocation design problem be solvedfor WANs in case of multiple 

design objectives? 

Each question specifies a data allocation design problem in a particular design setting 

and the questions will be answered in the remaining chapters as follows. 
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1. Chapter 4 will answer Question 1. Further research is needed to develop a fragmen

tation design method under strong locality of reference that connects transaction 

operations with fragment allocation design. We describe a fragmentation design 

methodology to obtain minimum uniform fragments. The resulting fragments be

come minimum units of allocation, so this fragmentation design solves the data 

allocation design problem effectively. 

2. Chapter 5 will answer Question 2. We present a data allocation model under weak 

locality of reference. The concentration is on LANs, since weak locality reference 

is typical in a LAN environment. The analytical model is validated by simulation 

studies. 

3. Question 3 will be addressed in Chapter 6. The task is to deal with implementation 

of a multi-criteria approach to data allocation design for WANs. Several design 

objectives will be evaluated in terms of fragment allocation and query routing 

assignments. 



CHAPTER 4 

A METHODOLOGY FOR FRAGMENTATION DESIGN IN DISTRIBUTED 

DATABASE SYSTEMS 
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In this chapter, we will explore fragmentation design in distributed databases. Con

centration is on strong locality of reference because fragmentation design under weak 

locality of reference can be effectively merged with fragment allocation design. As 

stated in Chapter 2, non-uniform data allocation designs are dominated by designs using 

uniform fragments. Furthermore, it has been shown that using uniform fragments gives 

the optimal solution to the data allocation design problem as a whole. 

Among uniform designs, a minimum fragmentation design can produce the minimum 

units of allocation. This allows the lise of fragment allocation to find the optimal data 

allocation design by employing each possible matrix of access rates that have been 

determined by the same set of selections and projections. In this chapter, we will 

propose a fragmentation algorithm determined by transaction operations, which generates 

minimum fragments as well as their access rates. 

In Section 4.1, we discuss fragmentation strategies available in distributed databases. 

In Section 4.2, we proceed briefly to itemize the assumptions and notations for the design 

problem under study. In Section 4.3, we develop an algorithm for fragmentation design 
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that produces minimum fragments on the basis of transaction operations. In Section 

4.4, we summarize the data allocation design process according to the fragmentation 

algorithm proposed. 

4.1 Fragmentation Strategies 

In this section, we introduce fragmentation strategies available in distributed databases. 

The purpose of fragmentation design is to determine non-overlapping fragments which 

are logical units of allocation. This is possible since data typically consist of several 

parts, having similar properties. For this reason, fragmentation design is mostly a logical 

design which clusters such data items, which then are referenced together based on 

affinity (i.e, access rates). 

Obviously, fragmentation design not only can reduce the possible number of units of 

allocation to be considered but attempting to deal with an entire database without frag

mentation, also may increase associated costs. Determining an appropriate fragmentation 

design reduces both the complexity and costs of the design process. 

Each fragment is associated with a predicate which indicates the distinguishing set of 

uniform access rates possessed by that fragment and such access rates can be identified 

based on transaction operations. That is, fragmentation design determines groups of 

tuples, attributes or both according to particular transaction operations which are assumed 

to be determined a priori. 

According to transaction operations databases can be fragmented (partitioned) by 
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applying one of three different types of fragmentation design: horizontal fragmentation, 

vertical fragmentation and mixed fragmentation. Ceri [Ceri 84] has summarized these 

as follows. 

• Horizontal Fragmentation. A horizontal fragmentation consists of partitioning 

the tuples of a global relation into subsets. This fragmentation can be defined by 

expressing each fragment as a selection operation on the global relation. 

• Vertical Fragmentation. A vertical fragmentation is the subdivision of its at

tributes into groups. In order for the relation to be lossless, it is required that 

each fragment include a key attribute of the global object. For this reason, vertical 

fragmentation does not generate disjointed fragments. 

• Mixed Fragmentation. A mixed fragmentation is a more complex fragmenta

tion which can be obtained by applying the other two fragmentation strategies 

simultaneously. 

4.2 Assumptions and Notation 

The data allocation design problem under study in this chapter is the one introduced 

in Chapter 2. We examine transaction operations under the following assumptions in 

addition to those made in Section 2.2.1. 

1. The database access pattern is dominated by strong locality of reference. 

2. Transaction operations are characterized by selections and projections. 
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Table 4.6: Glossary of Notation for Fragmentation Design Problem 

Classification I Notation " Definition 

R A relation under study 
Database F Total number of fragments 

T Total number of tuples in R 
A Total number of attributes in R 
N Total number of sites 
Qi Transaction (query or update) i 

Transaction q Total number of transactions (queries or updates) 

ail., f3ik Access rates of transaction i (query and update) at site k 
alk, f3lk Access rates of F/ (query and update) at site k 

{Si} Selection operation i 
s Total number of different selections 

Fragmentation [Pj] Projection operation i 

IJ Total number of different projections 
{Hn} Horizontal fragmentation n 
[l'm] Vertical fragmentation 1n 

Is(Hn) Index set of transactions for selection operations 
which determines the horizontal fragment H n 

Ip(Vm) Index set of transactions for projection operations 
which determines the vertical fragment l'm 

BS,BP Binary trees for computing IsCHn) and Ip(Vm) 
F(n,m) Fragment decomposed by {Hn} and [lrm] 

FI Fragment I 

For the fragmentation design, further necessary notation is summarized in Table 4.6 

to supplement the notation introduced in Table 2.2. The notation will be explained as it 

is used. 
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4.3 A Fragmentation Methodology under Strong Locality of Reference 

In Chapter 2 we concluded that, in order to provide the optimal data allocation design, 

fragments should be uniform. In this section, we develop a fragmentation methodology 

which guarantees uniform fragments having minimum properties under strong locality 

of reference. We start by introducing transaction operations, which are the basis of 

fragmentation. 

4.3.1 Transaction Operations: Selections and Projections 

Fragments can be generated on the basis of the operation of transactions, including 

selections and projections. By means of transaction operations a database designer is 

able to predict the frequencies of fragment usage. 

A selection operation selects tuples that satisfy a given predicate. In contrast, a 

projection copies its relation with certain columns left out. If a transaction request 

contains a join operation, the transaction operation required by the join can also be 

described by a sequence of selections and projections. Hence, fragments are generated 

by selections and projections. 

A similar fragmentation method based on transaction operations has been proposed 

by Apers in [Aper 88]. However, this method does not investigate the design problem 

within the framework of interrelationship between fragmentation design and fragment 

allocation design. Our method generates units of allocation that consist of data elements 

having uniform data cell access rates. Furthermore, our algorithm computes frequencies 
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of access to fragments, which will be used for fragment allocation design. Our method 

can also generate a smaller s~t of fragments by reducing the possible number of vertical 

fragments. In other words, our method is based on projections rather than attributes, 

which are the basis for the Apers method. 

The objective of fragmentation design is to produce the minimum number of frag

ments where the access rates to each data cell are unifonn within a fragment, while 

preserving the affinity of data. Horizontal and vertical fragmentation are based on trans

action (query and/or update) operations determined at the phase of operation design of 

distributed databases. As far as relational operations are concerned, queries and updates 

are the same and so we can substitute the term query for transaction. 

A query (or transaction) may consist of selection and projection operations, since a 

join can be decomposed into selections and/or projections. Therefore, a query, Qj, can 

be denoted by 

where q is the total number of queries and R is the relation under consideration. Here, 

{Si} and [~] denote the selection and projection operations, respectively. For an ex

ample of a query, let us consider a sample relation in Table 2.1. The query 

Ql = EA1PLOYEE {AGE> 40}[E1I1P- NO, AGE] 

is to find the identification number and age of each employee whose age is greater than 

40. Hence the corresponding selection {S}} is to select those tuples in which the age is 
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greater than 40, namely 

{St} = {AGE> 40}. 

Similarly, the projection [Pt] is to show employee numbers and ages for all employees 

in the relation R, namely 

[Pd = [EAIP - NO,AGE]. 

4.3.2 Fragmentation Design Process: Horizontal and Vertical Partitioning 

Based on transaction operations as described above, a fragmentation may be obtained 

by horizontal and vertical fragmentation as follows. 

A horizontal fragmentation is achieved by selection operations which typically access 

data elements in a relation horizontally. This can produce several horizontal fragments 

having uniform data cell access rates from the relation. 

In order to generate fragments having a uniform access rate, a possible horizontal 

fragmentation design is to start generating fragments by including a single selection 

operation while excluding other selections. This equals the enumeration of possible 

ways of choosing one out of q when q selections are required, namely the combination 

C{. Here the combination is defined by 

,,·t ex = ,,,. 
y (x - V)! x y! 

We next need to include two selection operations while excluding other selections. This 

process continues until all selections are included. The maximum number of horizontal 

_. ---------
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uniform fragments caused by q selections is thus 

C6 + C( + Ci + ... + C$ = 2q
• 

In this sense, the resulting horizontal fragments Hn may be referred to as combinatorial 

tuple sets by selections {Sd. The corresponding horizontal fragmentations are denoted 

by {Hn}, Vn = 1, ... , 2q• 

Projection operations generate vertical fragments. Using projections instead of at

tributes can further reduce the number of possible fragments to be considered. By the 

same approach as for horizontal splitting. the maximum number of vertical uniform 

fragments caused by projections can be computed as 2'1. However, unlike horizontal 

fragments, each vertical fragment must include a key attribute. The set of attributes of 

the resulting vertical fragments (except for the key) can be referred to as combinatorial 

attribute sets by projections [~]. The resulting vertical fragmentations are denoted by 

[Vm ], Vm = 1,··· ,2Q. 

We denote a fragment decomposed through horizontal fragmentation {Hn} and ver

tical fragmentation [Vm ] simultaneously by 

Since data cells accessed by the same sets of selections and projections have the same 

access rates, the resulting fragments .F} become uniform. Such fragments, each of which 

is a set of data items having uniform data cell access rates, are the units of allocation 

by horizontal and vertical fragmentation proposed here. 
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We note that the maximum number of total fragments caused equals 4q - 1 (One 

fragment always has an access rate of zero and can be thus ignored). Denoting the 

number of actually different selections and projections by sand p, respectively, then 

s ~ q and p ~ q since the same selections (or projections) are possible for several 

queries. In such cases, the maximum number can be further reduced to 

It is seen that 2q ~ T and 2q ~ A so that 

max(FD = 2s+p - 1 ::; 4q - 1 ::; T x A, 

where Tx A is the total number of units of allocation obtained by using a single data cell 

as the unit. Hence, compared with directly considering a single data cell as the unit, this 

method dramatically reduces the number of units of allocation. In practice,the number 

of fragments generated is fewer than this maximum number, max(.F}), since selections 

or projections may be disjointed. 

4.3.3 Assessment of Fragment Access Rates 

Based on access rates of transactions at each site, the database designer should measure 

the frequencies of access (load) to each fragment at each site. This infonnation on the 

fragment load, along with fragments themselves, will be the input data for the next 

fragment allocation design. 

In order to compute frequencies of access to each fragment at each site, we first define 

two index sets Is and Ip- Is{Hn} represents the index set of queries for select operations, 
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which determine the horizontal fragmentation {Hnl. In contrast, IpO~n) represents the 

index set of queries for projection operations, which determine the vertical fragmentation 

[Vm ]. Such index sets can be traced by two separate binary trees BS (for selections) and 

BP (for projections). 

Since BP can be built in the same fashion as BS, we first discuss BS. For tracing 

index set Is, we denote a set at level k of BS by 

ZSI; = {k,¢},Vk= 1,,,, ,q. 

This set contains the two possible decisions at each level k. Each decision at level k, dtn' 

denotes whether or not the selection {Sk} (Le., the query Qk) accesses the horizontal 

fragment Hn. If {Sk} does so, then the decision is 

otherwise 

--IS - I .. 
l, kll - 11;, 

dt'n = ¢. 

Here, ¢ implies that the selection at that level does not access that fragment. If we follow 

the path from the root to the bottom according to whether or not selections access the 

fragment, the index set Is is determined. 

For the example of a binary tree to represent the index set Is, let us suppose that a 

database system requires two selection operations {Sd and {S2} (corresponding to QI 

and Q2, respectively). We may build a binary tree such as that shown in Figure 4.10 to 

generate the index set Is. The depth of this binary tree (=2) is equal to the number of 
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Root 

0 Level 1 ({ S I }) 

ZSl : 

/~ Level 2 ({S2}) 

ZSz : /'\ /'\ 
0 0 0 0 

Is: {1,2} {I} {2} {} 

Figure 4.10: A Binary Tree (B8) Representing Index Set Is 

queries, q. For instance, if both selections 1 and 2 access HI, then lif I = 1 and ~I = 2. 

The corresponding index set Is<HI ) = {1, 2} can be found at the bottom by tracing the 

tree from its root according to elf I and d21 . 

For the sake of completeness, we need another binary tree (BP) to record index set 

ZPk = {k,cjJ},Vk = 1, .. ·,q 

represents the two possible decision at level k. Additionally, el£m denotes whether or 

not the projection [Pkl accesses the vertical fragment 11m. By means of these two binary 

trees (BS and EJP), we can trace the infonnation on which selections or projections access 

the corresponding fragment. 

Because fragments are produced by segmenting a relation (i.e., a table) horizontally 
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(by {Hn}) and vertically (by n~]) as detennined by transaction operations, we can view 

each fragment as one element of a matrix (Le., Fi = .F(n,m»' Similarly, we can define a 

matrix of access rates (query and update) for Fl at each site as 

a'k = a(n m)k un = 1 '" 2q m = 1 ... 2q k = ,I ... N' , , v ", ", '" 

a 'k = a(ll m)k Vn = 1 '" 2q 17'1, = 1 ... 21/ k = 1 ... N fJ, fJ l
" ", ", ". • 

Each element of the matrix of access rates is detennined by the same sets of selection(s) 

and projection(s), hence by the same transaction(s). 

Load infonnation concerning fragments now can be calculated directly by using O:~k 

and (3;k (request rates of query i and update i at site k, respectively). By the index 

sets described above, the frequencies of access (query and update, respectively) to the 

fragment .F} = .F(n,m) ~f R{ Hn}[1~] at site k are computed as follows. 

a'k = a(n,m)k = L n;'k' VI = 1., ... , 4Q
, k = 1"" , N; (4.7) 

iEI.(H,,)nJ1,(\ ~1I) 

(3,k = (3(n,m)k = L /3;kl Vi = 1,· .. ,4'1, k = 1" .. , .l\l. (4.8) 
iEI.(lI,,)nlp(\~n) 

4.3.4 A Fragmentation Algorithm 

Fragments under consideration which have no access rate must be eliminated from fur-

ther consideration. Fragments which are the same as others must be also eliminated. 

Figure 4.11 summarizes the algorithm for fragmentation design based on horizontal and 

vertical fragmentation. This algorithm will be referred to as Algorithm-FGT. Algorithm-

FGT produces unifonn fragments as well as their access frequencies from transaction 
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requests and their access rates. 

4.3.5 An Illustrative Example 

In this section, we illustrate the fragmentation algorithm proposed above by using a sam

ple database. This example is prepared to highlight some key aspects of the fragmenta

tion design process. Assume that we have a relation EMPLOYEE as given in Table2.1 

with relational scheme: EMPLOYEE{EMP-NO,DEPARTMENT,AGE,SALARY}. Let 

us assume that the following are the two queries used in this application: 

Ql=EMPLOYEE{ AGE>40} [EMP-NO,AGE] 

Q2=EMPLOYEE{DEPT=Accounting AND SALARY> 30,OOO} [EMP-NO,DEPT,SALARY] 

According to these two queries, we see that q = s = p = 2. We determine frag

ments by Algorithm-FGT based on these two queries. We first derive the corresponding 

selections and projections as follows. The key attribute is EMP-NO. 

SI ={AGE > 40} 

S2 ={DEPT=Accounting AND SALARY > 30,OOO} 

PI =[EMP-NO, AGE] 

P2 =[EMP-NO, DEPT, SALARY] 

Vertical and horizontal fragments are produced as follows. Since projections are 

disjointed, we have 2 vertical fragments instead of 22 = 4. 

[Vl1=[EMP-NO, AGE] 



begin {* Algorithm to generate fragments F, from relation R *} 

input {* Input transactions and request rates *} 

Transactions Qi ~f R{Sil[P;], Vi = 1, .. ·, q 

Transaction traffic (query and update) 

such as O'~k and {3~k' Vi = 1, ... , q, k = 1, .. " N 

fragmentation procedure {* Vertical and Horizontal Fragmentation *} 

Horizontal fragmentation {II n}, Vn = I, ... , 2" 

where H n is the combinatorial tuple set 

by applying {Si} sequentially according to Btl 

Find Is(Hn) in BS according to d~'n' Vk = 1,· . " '1, n = I, .. ,,2" 

Vertical fragmentation [lim] = [~, (/ Ill], Vm = 1,· . " 2/f 

where ~ is the key attribute 

and am is the combinatorial attribute set 

by applying [Pi] sequentially according to EI' 

Find Ip(lIm ) in Bl' according to drm' Vk = 1, .. '. '1, 111, = 1, .. ·,2" 

Let F, = F(n,m) d,gf R{lln}Wml. Vn = 1, . ", 2Q, 111 = 1,·· " 2q 

Compute O'lk = LiEI.(Hn)nlp(\'~n) n;k, VI = 1, .. " 4 Q
, k = 1, ... , N 

Compute (3,k = LiE I. (Hn)nlp(Fm) /3;k, VI = 1, ... ,4'1, k = 1, .. " N 

output {* Output fragments and access rates *} 

Fragments F" VI = 1"", 2s+p - 1, if different and its access rate> 0 

Access rates (query and update) to fragment F, 

such that O'lk and {3,k, VI = 1, ... , 2s+p - I, k = 1, ... , N 

end {* Algorithm-FGT *} 
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Figure 4.11: An Algorithm for Fragmentation Design under Strong Locality of Reference 



[V2]=[EMP-NO, DEPT, SALARY] 

{HI}={AGE>40 AND (DEPT=lAccounting OR SALARY~30,OOO)} 

{H2}={AGE~40 AND DEPT=Accounting AND SALARY>30,OOO} 

{H3}={AGE>40 AND DEPT=Accounting AND SALARY>30,OOO} 

{H4}={AGE~40 AND (DEPT=lAccounting OR SALARY~30,OOO)} 
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We determine the following fragments F(I,I) through F(4,2) through horizontal and 

vertical fragmentation. 

F(1,l)=EMPLOYEE{ AGE>40 AND (DEPT=lAccounting OR SALARY ~30,OOO)} [EMP-NO, 

AGE] 

F(l,2)=EMPLOYEE{AGE>40 AND (DEPT=lAccounting OR SALARY~30,OOO)HEMP-NO, 

DEPT,SALARY] 

F(2,l)=EMPLOYEE{ AGE~40 AND DEPT=Accounting AND SALARY> 30,OOO} [EMP-NO, 

AGE] 

F(2,2)=EMPLOYEE{AGE~40 AND DEPT=Accounting AND SALARY>30,OOOHEMP-NO 

,DEPT,SALARY] 

F(3,l)=EMPLOYEE{AGE>40 AND DEPT=Accounting AND SALARY>30,OOOHEMP-NO, 

AGE] 

F(3,2)=EMPLOYEE{ AGE>40 AND DEPT=Accounting AND SALARY> 30,OOO} [EMP-NO, 

DEPT,SALARY] 

F(4,l)=EMPLOYEE{AGE~40 AND (DEPT=lAccounting OR SALARY>30,OOO)HEMP-NO, 

AGE] 

F(4,2)=EMPLOYEE{ AGE~40 AND (DEPT=lAccounting OR SALARY> 30,OOO)} [EMP-NO, 
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.F(l,1) 

.F(3,l) .F(3,2) 

F(2,2) 

For instance, the fragment F(3,1) is produced simulumeously by {II3} and [l1]. 

Figure 4.12: An Example of Fragments Obtained by Algorithm-FGT 

DEPT, SALARY] 

We note no access rate for fragments, F(l,2), F(2,1), F(4,1) and .F(4,2), which are therefore 

excluded from consideration. Hence, the fragments .F(I,I)' Fb,l), .F(3,2) and .F(2,2) are pro-

duced by Algorithm-FGT. The relationship between thes~ fragments and fragmentations 

is illustrated in Figure 4.12. 

This example shows that the number of actual fragments possible (=4) is fewer than 

the maximum fragments possible (the maximum is 22+2 - 1 = 15). 
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4.4 Data Allocation Design Process 

Algorithm-FGT provides the necessary design infonnation for the next design phase 

(fragment allocation design) of the data allocation design. The fragments constructed 

by Algorithm-FGT are the objects to be allocated for the FADP. From the viewpoint of 

their allocation, the fragments have the same properties. The frequencies of access to 

the fragment .Fl at site k (alk and ,Blk by Algorithm-FGT) will be input data used for the 

next fragment allocation decision. By using these input data (fragments and their access 

rates), the FADP will be solved. 

We now come to the following result. 

Property 4.1 Algorithm-FGT produces minimum grid-cut fragments. 

Proof. Because fragments are produced horizontally and/or vertically by selections and 

projections and are uniform (see Equation 4.7 and Equation 4.8), they satisfy two 

properties of grid-cut fragments (see Definition 2.3). 

Hence, it is sufficient to show that the total number of these grid-cut fragments 

is the smallest possible. The only way to reduce the number of fragments is to 

cluster adjacent fragments. However, such clustering violates either or both of 

two properties of.the grid-cut design, thus implying that the corresponding design 

would not be grid-cut. 

Therefore, the fragmentation design by Algorithm-FGT is the minimum grid-cut 

design. 
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Fragmentation Design Algorithm-FGT 

Fragment Allocation Design Solving FADP 

Data Allocation Design Solving DADP 

Figure 4.13: Design Process of Data Allocation Design 

The above property implies that producing fragments by Algorithm-FGT and then 

solving the FADP is equivalent to solving the DADP. Hence, the design hierarchy of 

data allocation can be formally illustrated by Figure 4.13. 

It is important to note that the resulting fragment, or unit of allocation, must not be 

so large as to make the next fragment allocation design problem unmanageable. Even 

though Algorithm-FGT produces the minimum number of fragments among grid-cut 

designs, the total number of possible fragments, 25+1' - 1, becomes unmanageable quickly 

if many selections and projections are involved. Therefore, the database designer may 

have to resort to some clustering in order to reduce the number of fragments possible. 
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Clustering fragments that have the same (or similar) frequency of usage is a good 

idea and if clustering results in larger uniform fragments, the optimal data allocation 

design is still guaranteed. Property 2.4 implies the following corollary: 

Corollary 4.1 Clustering fragments that have the same data cell access rates still pro

vides the optimal solution to the data allocation design. 

Furthermore, it is noted that in typical database applications a limited number of 

important transaction requests typically account for most of the use of the database (20-

80 heuristic). Only such transaction requests may be taken into consideration in order 

to determine fragments. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DATA ALLOCATION DESIGN FOR LANS UNDER WEAK LOCALITY OF 

REFERENCE 

The primary objective of this chapter is to present a model for data allocation design 

under weak locality of reference because most data allocation models in the literature 

concentrate on strong locality of reference. Emphasis is on a model for LANs since a 

model for WANs can be easily modeled and solved under weak locality of reference 

(see Appendix A) and the fragmentation design can be obtained according to fragment 

allocation design. Hence, we confine ourselves to developing an analytical model for 

data allocation decision. The model under study is explored with only enough details to 

highlight model characteristics and structures. 

We start by briefly summarizing the notation to be used in data allocation models 

in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. We then proceed to propose a data allocation model for 

LAN under weak locality of reference. A sample system is illustrated to demonstrate 

the feasibility of our model. We validate this analytical model by simulation results. 
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5.1 Notation 

Table 5.7 outlines the decision variables and system parameters which will be used. The 

notation to be used depends upon the specific data allocation model. For instance, in the 

case of weak locality of reference, only the portion of the global database to be allocated 

to each node i (denoted by Xi, Vi = 1", . ,N) needs to be decided. In the case of strong 

locality of reference, both fragment allocation and query routing assignment (denoted 

by X,)' Vl = 1 ... F J' = 1 .,' Nand Y1lkJ' Vl = 1 ... F k -I J' = 1 ... N) need to be , ", " ", , T , , 

determined sim ul taneousl y. 

The extended parameters constitute the set of parameters which can be derived from 

system parameters. Further notation can be defined, if necessary, to fit the particular 

data allocation model. 

5.2 An Analytical Model 

5.2.1 Problem Definition and Assumptions 

For simplicity, the term DAM-LWP will refer to a data allocation model for LAN with 

weak locality of reference. For our mathematical formulation, we will assume weak 

locality of reference in the strictest sense, i.e., each site is equally likely to access any 

part of the data set. We explore the effect of the strength of locality of reference later 

in this chapter. The performance metric of interest is the mean system response time, 

including both the mean node delay and communication delay. 
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Table 5.7: Glossary of Notation for Data Allocation Models 

I Classification I Notation I Definition 

Decision Xi Portion of the global data to be allocated to node i 
Variable Ali 0-1 variable to describe the allocation of file l to node j 

l'lkj Portion of the query request for file l to be routed 
from node k to node j 

N Total number of nodes (sites) 
l' Total number of files 
1\1 Total number of channels in communication network 

J.L Average length of packet 
System A Total request rate to the system 
Parameter Ai Request traffic at node i 

).,'i Total request rate of file I at node j 
O:li Query request traffic of file I at node j 
fj'j Update request traffic of file I at node j 
81j Storage cost of file I at node j 
Cij Communication cost between node i and node j 

Cljk Communication cost of file I between node j and node k 
([, Size of file l 
Wi Storage capacity of node i 
Ti Reliability of node i 
tJi Capacity of channel i 

D'fl 
I Mean node delay at node i 

1)[ Mean communication delay at node i 
Extended CTi Communication cost at node i 
Parameter %k Total query communication cost of file t 

between node j and node k 
Uljk Total update communication cost of file l 

between node j and node k 
Tij Reliability between node i and node j 

This model is different from other data allocation models for LAN in two ways. First, 

our model explores the case of weak locality of reference rather than strong locality of 

reference. Second, our model adopts a performance measure such as system response 

time as a design objective. Existing data allocation models for LAN (see [Yu 85, Wah 85] 

on the taxonomy for fragment allocation models) optimize operating costs rather than 

system response time. 

The following major assumptions are made. 
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Bus Ring 

Figure 5.14: LAN Topology: Bus and Ring 

1. The distributed database under consideration is connected by a LAN in an arbitrary 

fashion. This can be applied in any LAN topology using an appropriate perfor

mance evaluation formulation. For instance, both the bus and ring topologies (see 

Figure 5.14), which are the two most popular topologies in LAN [Scot 89], can 

be modeled. 

2. A global database is to be allocated among N processing nodes. 

3. No data replication is assumed. Some simulation studies [Care 88, Than 88] in 

fact conclude that, in general, replication has a negative effect on performance due 

to update requests. Performance usually depends upon the assumed concurrency 

control techniques. 

4. The system operates at low traffic intensity through chanoels, as is the case for 
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most LAN, including the Ethernet. 

5. Transaction requests arrive at each node according to a Poisson process. 

6. The processing times for query and update are assumed to be identically indepen-

dent random variables with exponential distribution. 

5.2.2 A Queueing System 

Transaction requests arrive at node i according to a Poisson process with rate 1'\. The 

total request arrival rate to the system can be defined by 

N 
'-,"",,\. 
/\ - ~/'l· 

;=1 

We denote the decision variable :l:j to be the portion of global data to be allocated to 

node i. It is important to note that the value of ;r; also represents the probability that a 

particular request is directed to node i because of the weak locality of reference. Then, 

Xi of the requests arriving at node i are processed locally and 1 - Xi of these requests 

are transferred to remote nodes through the network. The request flow within a node 

is illustrated in Figure 5.15. The purpose of our model is to find the optimal values of 

{Xi} so that the average time spent in the system by a request is minimized. 

Figure 5.15 shows that the mean rate of the requests to be processed at node i is 

given by 

Similarly, the mean rate of the requests destined for the network at the ith node is the 
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Node i 

Processing unit 

(A - Aj)Xj ~]]] AjXj (Finished request) 

,\ixj (,\ - '\; Xj 

Aj >'i(1 - Xi) ]I[[] To network .. 

Figure 5.15: Request Flow in Node i for Data Allocation 

summation of the arrivals that have to be processed at a remote site (,\(1 - :Vi)) and the 

arrivals that have to be returned to the source node «/\ - /\):r.i)' Therefore, the mean 

rate can be represented as 

The total traffic through the network depends on how data are allocated among processing 

nodes. We denote the total traffic intensity through the network by N(x), where 

dcr 
X = (;1:1,' .• , XN) 

is the data allocation vector. This traffic is defined by 

(5.9) 

The response time of a request consists of a node delay (processing and queueing 

delays) at the DB processing node in addition to a possible communication delay incurred 
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by the request transmission. Requests queue for the processing unit and the network at 

each node. The total number of queues generated in the system is 2N. In general, the 

node delay depends only on the traffic intensity through that particular node. We denote 

the mean node delay of requests processed at node i by Df (.A;(Xj». 

In most standard queueing systems (e.g., MIMI!, MIGII, or priority queues), the 

mean node delay Dr (Aj(Xj» is a strict convex function. This is fonnally proved below. 

Proposition 5.1 The node delay Di' in standard queueing systems, including priority 

queues, is a strict convex function of data allocation vector x. 

Proof. Consider a case of p request classes where 1 denotes the request class with the 

highest measure of importance and p the lowest. The node may be characterized 

by Poisson input processes with rate ~\. We denote the processing time of request 

j at node i by a random variable Sji. By using priority queueing theory [Jais 68] 

and convenient constants a, b, and c (as shown in Table 5.8), we obtain the node 

delay at node i, Vi = 1" .. , .'Al, 

D~ = ! f- [ Aj (2:Z=l ~\kE[sr.i]) .1:7 ~\E[Sji]Xj 1 
I L.J . ( ) + , 1 • 

A j=1 2 m~a 1 - 2:i=1 AkE[s~'i);l:i 1 - b 2:1:1 ~\kE[Skilxj 
(5.10) 

It is important to note that Equation 5.10 is a general fonnula which is valid for 

a variety of queues. This is summarized in Table 5.8. 

The strict convexity of the second term in Equation 5.10 can be easily seen. In 

order to show the strict convexity of D?, it is thus sufficient to show that, 



in the first term is strictly convex. 

Define, , 

where 

and 

Then we have 

and 

j+l 

m(Xj) = II Bli(:t:j) , Vi = 1, ... , N, 
l~n 

B/i(Xj) = 1 ,Vl = 1"" ,j, 
1 - L'k=t "\,,,E[s"'i]:rj 

()B/i(:1:j) 0 VI = . .. . ()Bj +1,i(Xj) > 0 
() >,. (I., ,J, () _. 

Xi . .1:j 

In consequence, we have,. Vi = 1 ~ ... , .N, 

which concludes that gj(Xj) is strictly convex. 
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The mean communication delay for transaction requests which arrive at node i is 

denoted by IYi (Ai(Xj), N(x». In contrast to the mean node delay, the mean communi-

cation delay depends on the total traffic through the network. We assume that the mean 

communication delay, IYi, is a differentiable. nondecreasing and convex function. 
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Table 5.8: Summary of Conditions in the Node Delay D? in Standard Queues. 

Queue discipline Conditions 

Preemptive resume priority a=j-l,b=l,c=j 
Nonpreemptive priority a = 1, b = 0, c = P 

M/G/1 a = 1, b = 0, c = p = 1 
MIMI 1 a= 1 b=O c=p= 1 " , 

E[sy;] = 2, Vi = 1,.··, N 

We further assume that the nodes and the communication network have product-form 

queueing systems (e.g., M/M11 queues) [Moll 89]. By denoting the mean response time 

of a transaction request by Ts(x), we have 

N 

Ts(x) = L [Dr (,.\;(:r;)) + Df C'\;(.r;), N(x))] . (5.11) 
i=1 

Our objective is to determine the data allocation at each node which is represented by 

the data allocation vector x so that the mean response time of a request is minimized. 

Here, we denote the lower and upper bound for :rj by :d and :ry, respectively. We have 

the following design problem. 

Model DAM - LWP 

minimize Ts(x) = 2:f:1 [DF(:r;) + Df(x)] 

subject to 

:J < x' < X(I Vi = 1 ... N 
I - I - I' " 

The first constraint assures the database partitioning. The second constraint sum-

marizes the data storage requirement constraints and positive flow constraints provided 
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that the nodal processing capacity and network transmission capacity are adequate. For 

instance, a nodal storage capacity limit gives an upper bound for the amount of data to 

be allocated to that node. Typically, the lower bound is zero because of positive data 

flows through nodes. 

This probJem falls into the constrained nonlinear programming problem class. The 

problem has N variables. It is noted that the problem has a strict convex objective 

function. It is also noted that the constraint set is convex. Any local optimum will then 

be a global optimum and the problem is tractable. Computational work to get this global 

optimum is not expensive [Gill 81]. 

The optimal solution xi represents the percentage of the global database to be as

signed to the site (node) i. Hence, the database designer can partition the database 

according to these percentages and then allocate to each site. In this case, a horizontal 

partitioning is a good idea because a vertical partitioning needs the replication of key 

attributes. 

5.3 An Illustrative Example: Ethernet 

To demonstrate the suitability of the DAM-LWP, a data allocation scheme in a bus LAN 

called the Ethernet is explored in this section. Since Metcalfe and Boggs [Metc 76] 

described several of its characteristics, Ethernet has become the de facto standard for 

LAN and is projected to remain the most popular LAN in the networking market of the 

1990s. Ethernet is suitable for a variety of office, medical, or manufacturing applications. 
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Consistent with the design objective of the Ethernet, we examine its performance under 

relatively low traffic intensity conditions. Even if there is high traffic on the entire 

system, Ethernet operates under lower utilization due to its higher transmission rate. 

Vole first model the node for data processing as an MIMI1 queue. We denote the mean 

DB processing rate of the processing node i by /-ti. By the Little's Results [Litt 61], the 

mean node delay of a request processed at node i is then written as 

DTI( • ) _ ;,\(x;) \-I.' _ 7IT 
i Xi - \ ( . _ \.( •. ))' vl - 1" .. ,~\. ;'\ /1, ;'\I.t , 

(5.12) 

We model the node for the entrance to the Ethernet as follows. The communication 

time at each node consists of two types of intervals. The first is a transmission interval, 

which is denoted by T e• The second is the contention interval, which is a sequence 

of retransmissions resulting from a collision or failure to transmit. We compute the 

communication delay on the basis of the assumed non-persistent scheme. We denote the 

average length of time packets have to wait before they try again (called the round trip 

propagation delay) by T. 

We see that the mean idle period (Le., the average period during which there is no 

communication through the Ether) is ,\C~X) [Tane 88], While the delay due to collisions 

is often considered insignificant, mainly because of the low traffic through the Ether, 

we wish to incorporate some aspects of collision delay in our model. We thus need to 

determine the mean transmission interval. 

The number of retransmission attempts until success at node i can be represented 

by a geometric random variable Aj with the success probability Pl(x). We denote a 
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random amount of retransmission with mean T by Tj. Assuming that l'j, Vi = 1,2"" , 

are identically and independently distributed random variables, we can estimate the 

expected retransmission interval as follows. 

[

Ai 1 1 - Pl(x) . 
tj(X) = E ~l'k = E[A;]E[Tj] = ~$(x) 1', Vz = 1"", N. 

We now approximate ~S(x) as follows: 

Pl(x) 

::::: Pr[Networks not busy] x Pr[A. request before other nodes] 

We remark that these approximations result from ignoring collisions' effects on the 

network. We denote the communication rate at node i by J-Lf(x) so that 

1 c 
--c-( ) = tj(x) + T . 
llj X 

Lastly, application of Little's Results gives 

\ C(., •. ) ne _ ;\i '''1 V' _ 1\T 
Vj (x) - \ ( t;( ) _ \t;( .•. ))' 1. - 1, ... ,.1'. ;\ P, x ;\, .1., 

Arranging terms, we get 

where 

ne( ) _ 'Pi (X) V' - 1 1\T 
Vi X - ;\(1- 'Pi(X))' z - , ... ,1\, 
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For request flows at each queue to be positive, it is required that 

Xi ~ 0, Vi = 1"", N 

and 

,,\i(Xi) = (,,\ - 2Aj)Xi + "\; ~ 0, Vi = 1,' .. ,N. 

We denote the storage size of the overall database system and storage capacity of node 

i by wand Wi, respectively. We then have that J:~ = 0 and x? = ~. Here, 10 is the total 

capacity requirement of the database. Consequently, the design problem can be written 

as follows. 

Model DAN! - LlVP - E 

minimize 

subject to 

provided that 

Ts(x) = I:i~l [DY(;?';) + Dj(x)] 

~N '1' - I Lti=l . 'j -

O<x,,<ill.Vi=I ... N 
- - w' " 

,,\Xi < Pi 

<r'i(X) < 1, Vi = 1" .. , N 

We refer to this problem as the DAM-LWP in the Ethernet (DAM-LWP-E). The 

convexity of the objective function of the DAM-LWP-E is not always guaranteed be-

cause the convexity of Df(x) is not guaranteed. Therefore, several local optimums may 

compete for selection as the global optimum. One of a number of nonlinear optimization 

software programs may be used to solve for the optimum [Wasi 89]. 
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Table 5.9: Sample LAN System Parameters (Ethernet) 

I System Parameter I Specification 

Network bandwidth 10 Mbits/sec 
Round-trip propagation delay 0.0512 millisecond 
Mean request length 1 KBytes 
Mean successful request transmission time 0.8 millisecond 
Nodal processing rate (# of requests/sec), nodes 1..5 5 10 10 12.5 12.5 

5.4 Simulation Study 

The main purpose of our simulation study is two-fold. First, our analytical model is 

compared with a simulation model to validate its ability to generate good solutions. 

Second, the effect of locality of reference is tested by comparing the results under weak 

locality of reference with the results under stronger locality of reference. This is of 

interest to measure how the effectiveness of the model is affected by deviation from the 

assumed system environment. 

5.4.1 Simulation Model 

The sample distributed database system used in this simulation analysis consists of an 

Ethernet with a bandwidth of 10 Megabits per second. On the average, the length of a 

transmission request is 1 Kbyte. Table 5.9 describes the system parameter specifications 

for the sample Ethernet. 

The Ethernet behavior of our analytical model is not exactly the same as that defined 
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by IEEE standards for LAN [Ieee 84] due to several assumptions regarding bus operation. 

It is therefore beneficial for us to validate our analytical results by simulation. Our 

simulation model, which is described in [Liu 90al, closely models the IEEE standards for 

LAN. Transaction arrivals are generated according to Poisson processes. The local DB 

processing and successful transmission times are also generated according to exponential 

distributions. The following are the main characteristics of the IEEE standards for LAN 

(Le., our simulation model) regarding the Ethernet operation. 

1. Non-persistent CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detec

tion) is adopted for the Ethernet protocol. In this protocol, before sending data, a 

station senses the channel. If no one else is sending, the station begins doing so. 

However, if the channel is already in lise, the station waits a random period of 

time and then repeats the algorithm. 

2. According to the exponential backoff scheme, upon the kth collision, a transmis

sion would back off and wait for a period that is equivalent to the product of T 

multiplied by a random number in the range from 1 to 2k. 

3. After 10 consecutive collisions, the Ethernet operation is interrupted to resolve the 

contention. 

Table 5.10 highlights the differences between the analytical model and the simulation 

model regarding the communication scheme. This simulation model was constructed in 

SIMSCRIPT 11.5. 
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Table 5.10: Differences between the Analytical Model and the Simulation Model in 
DAM-LViP 

I Characteristics I Analytical model I Simulation model ] 
Backoff length Fixed Exponential 
Resolution policy None 10 consecutive collisions 

5.4.2 Simulation Design and Output Analysis 

The analytical results were computed by the model DAM-LWP-E. Each simulation run 

simulated 3 days of simulation time and the results presented are averages from 10 

simulation runs for every case (more than a million requests are generated per run). A 

single case of our simulation results took about 2.5 CPU hours on a Digital Equipment 

VAX. Iln50. If we wanted to simulate more request arrivals, more CPU time would be 

required. Furthermore, a number of simulation analyses are necessary to estimate even 

the near-optimum. This means that a good analytical model such as the one we have 

developed is very useful. 

Our output data analysis was achieved by a standard procedure described in [Law 90]. 

Simulation analysis can be built according to a Replication/Deletion Approach [Law 90]. 

The Replication/Deletion Approach needs r replications of the simulation, each of length 

m obserVation where m is much larger than the warmup period 1 determined by WeIch's 

method. As Figure 5.16 illustrates, we plot the system response time by a method 

devised by Welch in which window size was adopted as one. We note that the warmup 

period is less than 1 minute, which was substantially less than the length of simulation. 
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The bias due to warmup period thus had littl~ effect, on the confidence level of our 

experimental design. 

Figure 5.16: Moving Average for System Response Time (ULl). 

3 (min) 
Time 

Let Yji be the ith observation in the jth replication. Also, let Xj be given by 

",m }" 
~,r, = L.Ji=I+1 Ji w' = 1 ... ' .'\.) I ' v) , , 7 • 

'/l/'- . 

The 90% confidence interval (0: = 0.1) has been computed for the simulation output by 

the following formula; . r(r) 
X(r) ± t l - er/ 2.I'-1 --. 

'/' 

Here the number of simulation runs, r, is 10. It will be seen that half the length of the 

confidence interval was less than 10% of the point estimate (mean response time) in all 

simulation cases. 
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5.5 Simulation Results on Analytical Model 

Analytical and simulation results on the above LAN described above were collected for 

24 cases with different criteria as shown in Table 5.11. 

Three different criteria were considered to validate the suitability of our analytical 

model. 

1. Request pattern. Cases with uneven (U) and even (E) request pattern were chosen 

to see the effect of varying load at each site. 

2. Transaction intensity. Cases with different levels of request rates were chosen 

to see the effect of system load on the effectiveness of data allocation. In this 

research, three levels of transaction intensity were simulated: low (L), medium 

(M) and high (H). Transaction intensity is defined as total request rate to the system 

divided by the total DB (node) processing nHe. 

3. Data allocation scheme. A data allocation scheme determines how data items 

in a global database are assigned to dispersed sites (nodes). Four different data 

allocation schemes were considered. 

The cases with the optimal allocation scheme (I) were necessary because we 

needed to confirm the optimality of our analytical model by simulation. The case 

with the optimal allocation scheme of the different request pattern was assigned 

the number 2. For instance, the optimal allocation scheme in the case of an even 

request pattern was studied when used for a case having an uneven request pattern. 
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Table 5.11: Request Rates and Data Allocation for Simulation Analysis 

Case Transaction Data request rates Case Data allocation 
intensity (#/sec) 

category (%) for nodes, 1 .. 5 no for nodes, 1 .. 5 

Cases with 15 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 ULl 0.000.150.15 0.35 0.35 
uneven UL2 0.00 0.11 0.11 0.39 0.39 
request UL3 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
rates UL4 0.35 0.35 0.15 0.15 0.00 

30 1.02.03.04.05.0 UMI 0.000.190.190.31 0.31 
UM2 0.00 0.17 0.17 0.33 0.33 
UM3 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
UM4 0.31 0.31 0.190.190.00 

60 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 UHI 0.08 0.20 0.20 0.26 0.26 
UH2 0.04 0.20 0.20 0.28 0.28 
UH3 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
UH4 0.26 0.26 0.20 0.20 0.08 

Cases wjth 10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ELI 0.00 0.11 0.11 0.39 0.39 
even EL2 0.000.15 0.15 0.35 0.35 
request EL3 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
rate EL4 0.39 0.39 0.11 0.11 0.00 

20 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 EM1 0.00 0.17 0.17 0.33 0.33 
EM2 0.000.190.190.31 0.31 
EM3 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
EM4 0.33 0.33 0.17 0.17 0.00 

40 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 EHI 0.04 0.20 0.20 0.28 0.28 
EH2 0.08 0.20 0.20 0.26 0.26 
EH3 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 
EH4 0.28 0.28 0.20 0.20 0.04 

Transaction intensity (%) = Total request rate / Total DB processing rate 

Data allocation = Portion of a global database assigned to each site 
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. In tl1e case assigned the number 3, data were assigned to nodes on a uniform basis. 

In the case assigned the number 4, data were allocated in the fashion opposite to 

the one recommended for optimal allocation scheme. For instance, if the optimal 

data allocation scheme was 0.04 0.20 0.20 0.28 0.28 for nodes 1 to 5, the scheme 

for the case 4 was 0.28 0.28 0.20 0.20 0.04. 

For instance, Case ULI corresponded with the case with an uneven (U), lower (L) 

request rate and optimal data allocation scheme. 

In order to measure the deviation of analytical mean from simulation mean, the 

relative error between the analytical and the simulation model was calculated as 

Relative Error (%) = Analytical l1fean - Sinwlation Alean x 100 
Sinw/atinl1 Jlean . 

Table 5.12 shows the relative errors between analytical and simulation values of 

response time. It is clear that the relative errors were extremely small. Error rates were 

reasonable, regardless of request pattern or different level of request rate. All of the 

analytical solutions except for Case UL1 were within 90% confidence intervals for the 

mean response time by simulation. 

It is also noted that the optimal solution by our analytical model corresponded to 

the smallest response time in simulation results. For instance, Case UL1 generated a 

smaller mean response time than Cases UL2, UL3, and UL4. This fact validates the 

suitability of our analytical model. In addition, Table 5.13 shows the DB server and bus 
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Table 5.12: Comparison of Analytical (DAM-LWP) and Simulation Results of Response 
TIme 

Case Analytical result Simulation result Relative error 
no (millisecond) (millisecond) (%) 

ULI 106.18 106.43±0.15 -0.23 
UL2 106.91 107.1O±0.38 -0.18 
UL3 142.18 142.73±0.96 -0.39 
UL4 266.25 267.02±5.55 -0.29 
UMI 133.62 133.67±0.72 -0.04 
UM2 134.56 134.80±0.70 -0.18 
UM3 200.87 200.68±2.12 0.10 
UHl 242.16 243.39± 1.98 -0.51 
UH2 248.67 248.06±2.38 0.25 
ELI 98.83 98.25±0.59 0.69 
EL2 99.16 98.45±0.63 0.72 
EL3 130.84 130.21 ± 1.08 0.48 
EL4 180.71 180.62±2.65 0.05 
EMI 114.31 114.04±0.62 0.24 
EM2 114.50 114.05±O.70 0.39 
EM3 156.38 155.43±1.71 0.61 
EM4 281.21 279.00±5.88 0.79 
EHI 158.88 159.64±0.91 -0.48 
EH2 163.06 163.35±0.89 -0.18 
EH3 315.35 313.70±3.08 0.52 

utilizations for each case. UM4, UH3, UH4 and EH4 were infeasible cases (e.g., in the 

case of EH4, the system was nonstationary so the expected waiting time was infinite). 

Some qualitative assessments of the accuracy of our analytical model are worth 

mentioning. 

1. In the Ethernet environment, the response time is likely to be dominated by the 

local DB processing time rather than transmission time through bus because of 
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the fast transmission rate of the bus. DB processing time is slow mainly because 

of mechanical tasks like completing disk acc~ss. 

2. The Ethernet operates on the premise that the bus utilization is relatively low. This 

is the case even in high traffic intensity due to a higher transmission rate through 

the bus. For our simulation, it has been noted that all of the bus utilizations were 

computed as less than approximately 4% (see Table 5.13). Hence, collision is not 

likely to occur significantly often. 

5.6 Simulation Results 011 Locality of Reference 

5.6.1 Analytical Solutions 

The data allocation design based on our analytical model considers weak locality of 

reference. It is of importance for database designers and/or managers to explore how 

the effectiveness of this design may be affected by deviation from the assumed weak 

locality of reference. 

For this purpose, each simulation case included in this set of experiments was injected 

with some degree of strong locality of reference in the database access pattern. The 

simulation performance of database design generated under the weak locality of reference 

assumption was compared with the performance of two alternative data allocation designs 

to evaluate the robustness of the proposed design model in distributed environments with 

some degree of strong locality of reference. 
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Table 5.13: DB Server and Bus Utilization by Simulation Analysis (Unit: %) 

Case DB server Bus 
utilization 

no for nodes, 1..5 utilization 
UL1 00.00 11.25 11.32 21.01 21.07 0.93 
UL2 00.00 08.24 08.38 23.38 23.45 0.91 
UL3 30.26 15.07 14.93 12.22 11.92 1.00 
UL4 58.78 29.37 08.21 06.55 00.00 1.09 
UM1 00.00 28.59 28.70 31.18 37.33 1.88 
UM2 00.00 25.58 25.68 39.63 39.70 1.87 
UM3 59.6530.1729.7824.0424.12 2.00 
UH1 47.8960.05 60.15 62.33 62.30 3.86 
UH2 24.0559.9360.1967.11 67.14 3.81 
ELI 00.0005.51 05.52 15.48 15.59 0.66 
EL2 00.0007.5207.49 13.88 14.02 . 0.66 
EL3 20.01 09.9609.91 08.08 07.92 0.66 
EL4 35.01 17.38 07.59 05.92 00.00 0.67 
EM1 00.00 16.83 13.03 26.42 26.47 1.33 
EM2 00.00 18.84 19.01 24.8424.88 1.33 
EM3 39.7420.04 19.99 16.07 16.02 1.33 
EM4 65.72 33.09 17.09 13.61 00.00 1.33 
EH1 15.97 39.9040.32 44.71 45.00 2.67 
EH2 31.7840.0840.2241.5741.74 2.67 
EH3 79.75 40.30 39.85 32.18 32.03 2.67 

For each simulation case, we obtained three different response times as follows. 

1. One simulation result was obtained according to the data allocation design as sum-

ing weak locality of reference. This response time is denoted by Tw (response 

time under weak locality of reference). 

2. Two simulation results were gathered according to the data allocation design under 

strong locality of reference. 
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The analytical model under strong locality of reference with the objective of min-

imization of response time can be constructed as a nonlinear integer programming 

problem. Solving this design problem is not a trivial task due to its nonlinear 

objective and combinatorial properties. Our goal was to compare a solution under 

these conditions with the solution under weak locality of reference. We adopted 

two heuristics for solving this design problem (for a detailed description, see Ap-

pendix B). 

One method (Heuristic 1) was built by emphasizing the load balancing effect on 

data allocation design in a LAN. This heuristic is started by allocating the fragment 

requiring the largest access rate to the site having the largest capacity. That is, the 

fragment.Fl with the largest value'of 'Lt' /\Ik was assigned to the site having the 

largest capacity. The method proceeded to find the fragment having the second 

largest access rate and assign it to the site having the largest unassigned capacity. 

This process was continued until all of the fragments were allocated. 

The second heuristic (Heuristic 2) focused on the locality of reference. This 

heuristic is started by allocating a fragment to a site which has relatively larger 

capacity and which accesses that fragment most frequently. That is, this heuristic 

assigned the fragment .Fl to a site k* such that 

This process was continued until all of the fragments were assigned. 
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Two response times by simulation according to data allocation design by Heuristics .' . 

1 and 2 were denoted by Tal (response time under strong locality of reference due 

to Heuristic 1) and Ta2 (response time under strong locality of reference due to 

Heuristic 2), respectively. 

5.6.2 Experimental Design 

To measure the effect of strong locality of reference, let us consider a distributed database 

system which is operated over two organizational units, Gland G2. Here, the orga-

nizational units have different data usage behavior. For instance, let us assume that 

distributed databases are operated by two organizational units such as the MIS Depart-

ment (G1) and ECE Department (02) at a university. Let the MIS Department include 

Sites 1 through 3 and the ECE Department include Sites 4 and 5. Also let PCI and Pm 

be the data items related to MIS (G 1 = Sites 1-3) and ECE (G2 = Sites 4-5), respec-

tively. In this sense, PCI and Pm may be referred to as the MIS data and the ECE data, 

respectively. 

In the organization described above, we characterized our simulation cases according 

to the following three criteria: total transaction frequency, logical database characteristic 

and degree of strong locality of reference. 
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Table 5.14: Frequency Scheme for Simulation on Locality of Reference and Fragmen
tation arid Allocation under Weak Locality of Reference 

Scheme Frequency Data request rates Fragmentation and Allocation 
(#/sec) under weak locality 

Level for nodes. 1 .. 5 for nodes. 1 . .5 

Fl Low 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 [FII(>. Fwl,' . " Fw4] = [0.00,0.15,0.15,0.35,0.35] 
(Fwl, •. " F tLJ4) = (2,3,4,5) 

F2 Medium 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 [FII(), Fwl,' . " Fw4] = [0.00,0.19,0.19,0.31,0.31] 
(FUll, ... , Fw4) = (2,3,4,5) 

F3 High 2.0 4.0. 6.0 8.0 10.0 [FlI'l, .. " FII.s] = [0.08,0.20,0.20,0.26,0.26] 
(FiliI,"', Fw4) = (1,2,3,4,5) 

In cases Fl and F2, no data are assigned to Site 1 (F!L{J is a dummy fragment) 

DB service rates (for nodes 1..5) are 5, 10, la, 12.5, 12.5 (requests/sec) 

1. Total Transaction Frequency (F). 

The total transaction frequency is an important system parameter in the perfor-

mance of distributed database systems. We chose three different transaction fre-

quency levels (Fl. F2 and F3) based on cases ULl, UMI and UHI, respectively. 

Table 5.14 lists these three frequency levels. These request arrivals were served 

with mean rates of 5, 10, 10, 12.5 and 12.5 (requests/sec) for nodes 1-5, respec-

tively. 

This table also illustrates how the database was partitioned and the resulting frag-

ments allocated by our weak locality model. For instance, in case of FI, the 

first fragment Fwl contained 15% of the data in the global database, the second 

fragment Fw2 contained 15%, etc. (total number of fragments was four). Fwl was 
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assigned to Site 2, Fw2 to Site 3, etc. However, in the case of F3, the total number 

of fragments was five, so FrI'1 had 8% of the data in the global database, Frv2 had 

20%, etc. Fwl was assigned to Site 1, Fr,,2 to Site 2, etc. Under strong locality 

of reference, fragments-were produced and allocated in a different fashion, as will 

be illustrated later. 

2. Logical Database Characteristic (L). 

Logical Characteristic: Logical database characteristic refers to the percentage 

of data in the database that has a common logic property according to the 

underlying contents of data based on organizational units (the MIS Depart

ment and the ECE Department). For instance, it may be the case that 30% 

of the database is related to the MIS Department and 70% is related to the 

ECE Department. 

We considered the three logical database characteristics (LI, L2 and L3). 

Figure 5.17 illustrates three logical characteristic patterns for a low frequency 

case (F1). The percentage to be assigned changes for medium and high 

frequency levels. Table 5.15 illustrates the portion of a global database 

assigned to Pel (the MIS data) and PG2 (the ECE data), respectively, under 

different logical database characteristics at different frequency levels. 

Fragmentation: Fragments under weak locality of reference are illustrated in 

Table 5.14. We now explore a method of producing fragments under strong 



Logical Database Characteristic Patterns 

L1 L2 L3 

PGI(15%) 
PGI(30%) 

[>01(65%) 

PGz(85%) 
PG2(70%) 

[>(;2(35%) 

Fragmentation under Strong Locality 

F.2(lO%) 

The percentage = the portion of a global database 
to be allocated to each part or fragment. 

PGl = the MIS data, PG2 = the ECE data 

Fragmentation 
under Weak Locality 

Fw l(15%) 

Fwz(15%) 

• Fw3(35%) 
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Figure 5.17: Logical Database Characteristic and Fragmentation under Strong and Weak 
Locality of Reference at Low Frequency Level 
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Table 5.15: Logical Database Characteristic (PCI and PG2) 

Frequency Logical Characteristic· 
Level L1 L2 L3 

F1 [30%,70%] [15%,85%] [65%,35%] 
F2 [38%,62%] [19%,81%] [69%,31%] 
F3 [48%,52%] [28%,72%] [74%,26%] 

For instance, [30%,70%] implies 

that Pal (the MIS data) represents 30% and Pm (Lhe ECE data) represents 70% of a global database. 

locality of reference. In this database system, data were assumed to be 

accessed by four selections. Selection 1 accessed PCI (the MIS data), and 

. Selection 2 accessed PCI (the MIS data) and one third of PG'2 (the ECE data), 

etc. The portion of the database accessed by these selections are illustrated 

in Table 5.16. According to this access patterns, four fragments (FsI , Fs2 , F'.s3 

and F'.s4) were produced by our algorithm under strong locality of reference, 

as depicted in Figure 5.17. 

For comparison, we also illustrate fragments (.~ul, Fw2 , FW3 and ~v4) pro-

duced by our weak-locality model in this case. Note that fragments produced 

by the weak-locality model did not depend upon logical database character-

istics. 

3. Degree of Strong Locality of Reference (R). 

As locality of reference becomes stronger, transaction requests tend to access 
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Table 5.16: Data Accessed by Four Selections in the Sample Distributed Database 
System 

Selection Portion of Database Accessed 
PGt (the MIS data) PG2 (the ECE data) 

1 100% -
2 100% 33% 
3 - 100% 
4 33% 100% 

local data more frequently. For instance, the requests from Sites 1-3 at the MIS 

Department could be expected to access PCr'! (the MIS data) more frequently than 

Pm. (the ECE data). In other words, access rates of Selections I and 2 should 

increase at Sites 1-3 and those of Selections 3 and 4 should increase at Sites 4-5. 

Therefore, we can characterize the locality of reference level by the increase 

in access rates (Le., reference percentages) to data items related to a particular 

organizational unit at the corresponding site. For this purpose, we defined the 

reference percentage as the percentage of all the requests arriving at a particular 

site that accessed a specific fragment. 

We first consider a case where all of data items related to an organizational unit 

could be accessed only by that specific organizational unit. This was the case when 

all of the MIS data were accessed only from Sites 1-3 (the MIS Department) and 

all of the ECE data were accessed from Sites 4-5 (the ECE Department). This 

case is categorized as R3. 
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If both the reference percentage for data items related to a specific organizational 

unit and that for one third of the data items related to the other organizational unit 

increased by 10% from the weak locality of reference, we referred to this scheme 

as Rl. Scheme R2 had a reference percentage that was the average of those of 

RI and R3. Hence, the scheme Rl had the lowest degree of locality of reference 

and the scheme R3 had the highest. 

We provide Table 5.17 for the computation of the reference percentage in each 

reference scheme (RI, R2 and R3). In order to represent the percentage change 

from the weak locality case, we designated weak locality of reference as RD. 

An example of changes in access rates according to the above computation within 

the framework of Fl and Ll is illustrated in Table 5.18. For this table, the 

corresponding other schemes are Fl and Ll. For instance, 22 (Site I and Fs\ in 

RI) implies that 22% of requests from Site 1 access Fs\. Note that this has been 

increased by 10% according to R 1 from 20% by RD. Also note that the reference 

percentage of Fs2 (the other MIS data) and F..'l3 (one third of the ECE data) has 

been increased by 10%. Under scheme R3, requests from the MIS Department 

access the MIS data only and requests from the ECE Department access the ECE 

data only. Scheme R2 is in between Rl and R3. 

According to the three criteria described above, we chose 3 x 3 x 3 = 27 simulation 

cases. For instance, FILIRI represented a case where total traffic to the system was low 

(FI), the logical database characteristic was symmetric (LI) and locality of reference 
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Table 5.17: Changes of Data Access Rates by Degree of Strong Locality of Reference 
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(reference percentage) was increased by 10% from weak locality of reference (Rl). 

5.6.3 Simulation Results 

Output results based on this simulation study are shown in Tables 5.20 through 5.22 to 

demonstrate the effects of stronger locality of reference on our model. Fragmentation 

in these tables means the vector, each element represents the percentage of a global 
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Table 5.18: An Example of the Changes of Data Access Rates under Degree of Strong 
Locality of Reference 
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The corresponding olhcr crilcria: FI and Ll 

database assigned to each fragment. For instance, a vector [15,15,35,35] implies thtu the 

first fragment consisted of 15 percent of a global database, the second fragment consisted 

of 15 percentage, etc. Fragment allocation in these tables means the vector, and each 

element represents the location of a fragment. For instance, a vector (2,3,4,5) implies 

that the first fragment was assigned to site 2, the second fragment to site 3, etc. 

We first note that, in all cases, Tsl was less than or equal to 1's2 and that Tsl arrived 

at a solution by focusing on load balancing rather than locality of reference, thereby 

confirming that the load balancing effect over sites is more important than locality of 

reference in an Ethernet environment. This is the case particularly because the DB 

servers rather than the Ether are the bottlenecks in an Ethernet. 

The solution under strong locality of reference (denoted by Y's) can be represented 

as 

Hence, we needed to focus on the difference between 1'/11 and 1's in order to explore the 

effect of strong locality of reference on ollr weak locality model. Table 5.19 summarizes 

I' ., I' .4 

. 
]] 67 
33 67 
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Table 5.19: Simulation Comparison between Weak Locality Approach and Strong Lo
cality Approach under Strong Locality of Reference . 

I Tw < Ts I Til' > Ts I 
FILIRI FIL2R3 
FILIR2 FIL3R2 
FIL1R3 FIL3R3 
FIL2Rl F2L2R3 
FIL2R2 F2R3R2 
FIL3Rl F2L3R3 
F2LIRI F3L3R2 
F2LIR2 F3L3R3 
F2LIR3 
F2L2Rl 
F2L2R2 
F2L3Rl 
F3LIRI 
F3LIR2 
F3L1R3 
F3L2Rl 
F3L2R2 
F3L2R3 
F3L3Rl 

this point. 

We describe two different cases as follows. 

1. If Tw < Ta, it is concluded that our weak locality model provided better perfor-

mance than the strong locality approach proposed under strong locality of refer-

ence. This is the case because although a strong-locality model may reduce the 

transmission time by placing fragments close to the sites that access them fre-

quently, it may lead to an unbalanced load over sites and thereby increase the DB 

processing time. As the total frequency level increases, so does this effect. 
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The above fact can be clarified by analyzing DB server and bus (Ethernet) uti

lizations (see Figure 5.23). For all cases where TtL' < Ts, the DB server load was 

more balanced and performed better using the weak-locality model. The effect 

of higher DB server utilization was to degrade the performance (especially DB 

processing time) more than proportionally. Hence it is important to have the DB 

server load balanced. 

In most cases, however, Ethernet utilizations were decreased by strong local

ity models because fragments were assigned to the sites that access them most 

frequently, implying that transmission delay was decreased. This effect is less im

portant than an increased DB processing delay because transmission time is much 

smaller than DB processing time. This confiIms that the DB servers rather than 

the Ether are the bottlenecks in an Ethernet environment. 

For instance, in the case of FILIR3, the DB server utilization ranged from 14.9% 

to 18.3%, compared with a range of from 9.7% to 24.6% using strong-locality 

,model. However, the strong-locality model reduced the Ethernet utilization from 

0.663 to 0.634. Because the decreased transmission delay was dominated by the 

increased DB processing time due to a less balanced DB load, the strong-locality 

model resulted in inferior performance. 

2. If Tw > Ts, it is concluded that our weak locality of reference model significantly 

overestimated the optimal response time. 
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Particularly, this phenomenon was noted in schemes L2R3, L3R2 and L3R3, 

irrespective of frequency levels. This was the case because the weak-locality 

model could not realize the load balancing effect according to logical database 

characteristic. For instance, in case F2L3R3, the weak-locality model assigned 

. Pm (the ECE data) only to ~t~. As loeaHty became stronger, all of requests at 

ECE Department had to access ~'04. Hence, the site carrying ~t~ became the 

bottleneck. The load became less balanced (DB server utilization ranged from 

16.2% to 72.0% compared with 19.5% to 48.2% lIsing strong-locality model, as 

in Figure 5.23). Hence, weak-locality solutions, which did not take into account 

load balancing, did not provide good performance. 

An exception was the case F3L2R3. Here, the effect by further splitting database 

by weak locality model (five fragments comparing with four fragments by strong 

locality approach) achieved more load balancing and offset the above effect. 

In summary, the following points are worth further mention. 

It must be first emphasized that the load balancing effect is more important than the 

locality effect in Ethernet environments. By comparing I'ttl and Ts, the suitability of 

our model under strong locality of reference was measured. Our weak-locality model 

balanced the request load and it was found that it can thus work well under strong 

locality of reference. 

However, database designers should be cautious in using our weak locality model, 

because its performance may degrade if its design solution does not conform to the load 
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balancing effect according to given database characteristics. 

Of course, a precise method under strong locality of reference would be to use a data 

allocation design model under strong locality of reference directly, although doing so 

would require a more complicated modeling and solution method. In this sense, a good 

alternative might be to adopt our model and check whether or not locality conforms to 

the load balancing requirements of the allocation design. If so, the current data allocation 

design should be usable; otherwise, the design should be reconsidered. 
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Table 5.20: Simulation Results of Response Time on Locality of Reference (Low Fre
quency Level) 

Frequency Logical Locality Case Response Time 
[Fragmentation] 

(Frngmcnt Allocation) 
Level Characteristic Degree No '1~(' lsI 1s2 

Rl FIL1RI 107.06±OA5 109.82±OA4 109.79±OA9 
[15,15,35,35) [20,10,23,47) [20,10,23,47] 

(2,3,4.5) (2.3,4.5) (3.2,4,5) 
L1 R2 FIL1R2 I06.55±OAI 109.55±0.56 109.55±0.56 

[15.15.35,35) [10.5.28,47] [10.5.28,47) 
(2,3,4.5) (3,2,4,5) (3.2,4.5) 

R3 FIL1R3 107.01±0,48 108.22±0,42 11O.12±0.68 
[15,15.35,35] [43,22,12,23] [43,22,12,23] 

(2,3,4.5) (4,2,3,5) (3.2,4,5) 
Rl FIL2RI 106.83±0.38 116.39±0.56 116.37±0,46 

[ 15.15,35,35) [20,10.23,47] [20.10,23,47] 
(2.3,4,5) (2,3,4,5) (3,2,4,5) 

FI L2 R2 FIL2R2 I07.63±0.53 11O.35±OA5 110.32:1:0,43 
[15,15.35,351 [10.5.28,47] [ 10,5.28,47] 

(2.3,4.5) (2.3,4.5) (3.2,4.5) 
R3 FIL2R3 115.64±O.54 108.22±0,42 11O.12±O.68 

[15.15,35,35] [43,22,12,23] [43,22,12,23) 
(2,3,4,5) (4,2,3,5) (3,2,4,5) 

Rl FIL3Rl 106.63±0.37 108.67±0.32 119.1O±0.92 
[15,15,35,35] [20,10,23,47] [20,10,23,47] 

(2,3,4,5) (5,4,2,3) (3,4,2,5) 
L3 R2 FIL3R2 109.30±O.58 106.97±0,44 113.69±OAl 

[ 15,15,35,35) [10,5,28,57] [10,5,28,47] 
(2,3,4,5) (5,2,3,4) (3,2,4,5) 

R3 FIL3R3 117.58±O.83 108.22±0,42 11O.12±0.68 
115,15,35,351 [43,22,12,23) [43,22,12,23) 

(2,3,4,5) (4,2,3,5) (3,2,4,5) 
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Table 5.21: Simulation Results of Response Time on Locality of Reference (Medium 
Frequency Level) 

Frequency Logical Locality Case Response Time 
[Fragmentation] 

(Fragment Allocation) 
Level Characteristic Degree No 1~.u '1 sl 1s2 

RI F2L1Rl 134.04±O.63 141.33±O.84 141.33±O.84 
[19,19,31,31] [25,13,21,41] [25,13,21,41] 

(2,3,4,5) (3,2,4,5) (3,2,4,5) 
L1 R2 F2L1 R2 133.39±O.45 141.35±O.73 142.75±O.91 

[19,19,31,31 ] [13,6,27,54] [13,6,27,54 ] 
(2,3,4,5) (4,2,3,5) (3,2,4,5) 

R3 F2L1R3 133.25±O.64 140.25±O.94 145.41 ±O.95 
[ 19, 19,31 ,3 1] [46,23,10,21 ] [46,23,10,21 ] 

(2,3,4,5) (4,2,3,5) (3,2,4,5) 
Rl F2L2Rl 134.20±O.68 185.66±1.45 185.68±1.63 

[ 19,19,31 ,3 1 ] [25,12,21,41] . [25,12,21,41] 
(2,3,4,5) (2,3,4,5) (3,2,4,5) 

F2 L2 R2 F2L2R2 136.79±O.72 154.90±1.04 155.01 ± 1.35 
[ 19, 19,31 ,3 1] [13,6,27,54] [13,6,27,54] 

(2,3,4,5) (2,3,4,5) (3,2,4,5) 
R3 F2L2R3 168.11±l.O5 140.25±O.94 145.41 ±O.95 

[ 19,19,31,31] [46,23,10,21] [46,23,10,21] 
(2,3,4,5) (4,2,3,5) (3,2,4,5) 

Rl F2L3Rl 133.02±O.68 149.50_±0.48 207 .62± 1.41 
[19,19,31,31] [25,13,21,41] [25,13,21,41 ] 

(2,3,4,5) (5,4,3,2) (3,4,2,5) 
L3 R2 F2L3R2 146.85±1.25 141.87±1.22 157.69±1.03 

[19,19,31,31] [13,6,27,54 ] [13,6,27,54 ] 
(2,3,4,5) (5,2,3,4) (3,2,4,5) 

R3 F2L3R3 219.85±1.83 140.25j:0.94 145.41 ±0.95 
[ 19,19,31 ,3 1 ] [46,23,10,21] [46,23,10,21] 

(2,3,4,5) (4,2,3,5) (3,2,4,5) 
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Table 5.22: Simulation Results of Response Time on Locality of Reference (High Fre
quency Level) 

Frequency Logical Locality Case Response Time 
[Fragmentation] 

(Fragment Allocation) 
Level Characteristic Degree No ltu Tal Ta2 

Rl F3LlRl 248.52±2A5 317.89±3.57 428.52± 1 0.54 
[8,20,20,26,26] [32,16,17,35] [32,16,17,35] 

0,2,3,4,5) (4,1,2,5) (3,2,4,5) 
Ll R2 F3LlR2 246.29±4.03 406.42±7.36 493.79±27.36 

[8,20,20,26,26] [19,9,24,48] [19,9,24,48J 
(1,2,3,4,5) (4,1,2,5) (3,2.4,5) 

R3 F3LlR3 264.84±4.53 1057.57 ±94.67 111O.62±104.73 
[8,20,20,26,26] [49,25,9,17] [49,25,9,17] 

(1,2,3.4,5) (4,1,2,5) (3,2,4,5) 
Rl F3L2Rl 247.77±4.90 00 00 

[8,20,20,26,26] [32,16,17,35] [32,16,17,35] 
( 1,2,3,4,5) (2,3.4,5) (3,2.4,5) 

F3 L2 R2 F3L2R2 265.39±2Al 00 00 

[8,20,20,26,26] [19,9,24,48] [19,9,24,48] 
(1,2,3.4,5) (2,3,4,5) (3,2.4,5) 

R3 F3L2R3 371Al±9.05 1057.57 ±94.67 111O.62±104.73 
[8,20,20,26,26] [49,25,9,17] [49,25,9,17] 

( 1,2,3,4,5) (4,1,2,5) (3,2,4,5) 
Rl F3L3Rl 244.54± 1.67 00 00 

[8,20,20,26,26] [32,16,17,35] [32,16,17,35] 
0,2,3,4,5) (5,4,3,2) (3.4,2,5) 

L3 R2 F3L3R2 00 457.87±12.53 00 

[8,20,20,26,26] [19,9,24,48) [ 19,9,24,48] 
(1,2,3.4,5) (5,2,3,4) (3,2,4,5) 

R3 F3L3R3 00 1057.57±94.67 111O.62±104.73 
[8,20,20,26,26) [49,25,9,17] [49,25,9,17] 

(1,2,3,4,5) (4,1,2,5) (3,2.4,5) 

Infinite response times (e.g., F3L3R2) occur in cases that DB processing node(s) is saturated. 

----------.---- -----------------------------------------------
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Table 5.23: DB Server and Bus Utilization for Simulation Analysis on Locality of 
Reference 

Frequencc Logical 

Level 

Fl 

LI 

F2 

F3 

Case Weak-Locality Model 

Unit: % 

Strong-Locality Model 
(Heuristic 1) 
(Heuristic 2) 

39.780.4 47.8 96.3 00.0 2.561 
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CHAPTER 6 

DATA ALLOCATION DESIGN FOR WANS UNDER MULTIPLE DESIGN 

OBJECTIVES 

In this chapter, we propose a data allocation model for WANs under multiple design 

objectives. Concentration is on the case of strong locality of reference. We briefly 

discuss a possible multiple criteria approach in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, we proceed 

to explore a model for WANs. The design problem is an integer linear programming 

problem with multiple objectives, which is proved to be NP-hard. In Section 6.3, an 

interactive method is adopted to effectively solve the resulting design problem. In 

Section 6.4, we illustrate the model with a sample system. 

6.1 Multiple Criteria Decision Making 

6.1.1 Multiple Criteria Decision Making Methods 

As stated in Chapter 3, the multiplicity of criteria for judging the alternatives is a per

vasive consideration in the design of distributed computer systems. Multiple-cliteria 

decision making (MCDM) has become the accepted designation for methodologies deal

ing with multiple objectives or multiple attributes. The literature on MCDM methods 
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has been reviewed extensively. In this dissertation, we refer t<? MCDM as multiple ob

jective decision making rather than as multiple attribute decision making, which is used 

to select an alternative from a small list of alternatives. 

It is noted that no general mathematical optimum can be stipulated in multiple objec

tive decision making. Alternatively, system designers may generate nondominant solu

tions. In the process of decision making, some preference infonnation may be required 

from the system designer. The human system designer becomes the key individual for 

whom MCDM techniques should be built, adapting them to hislher needs and extending 

hislher own decision making process [Zele 80]. Hwang et a1. [Hwanc 80] presented a 

taxonomy of MCDM methods according to some preference infonnation obtained from 

designers (or systems users). We summarize their classification as follows. 

• A priori specification of preference information. The preference infonnation of 

system users is given before an attempt is made to solve the design problem. Some 

specific objective preference levels may be articulated (cardinal infonnation), or 

the designer is asked to rank the objectives (ordinal infonnation). Utility function 

methods and goal programming approach are two of the most popular methods. A 

major disadvantage of these methods is the complexity of assessing the preference 

infonnation a priori. 

• A posteriori specification of preference information. The method of this class is 

to determine a subset of the complete set of nondominated solutions. From this set 

the designer can choose the most satisfactory solution, making implicit trade-offs 
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between objectives. One disadvantage which has severely limited this method is 

that its use usually generates a large number of non-dominated solutions. 

• A progressive specification of preference information. This class of method, 

generally referred to as Interactive Methods, relies on the progressive definition 

of the designer's preferences along with the exploration of the criterion space. As 

the solution process progresses, the designer not only indicates his/her preferences, 

but also learns about problems and as a result may modify aspirations. 

6.1.2 Interactive Methods for Multiple Criteria Decision Making 

We adopted an interactive method to tackle our design problem because interaction is 

designed to assist in unfolding successively better answers adapted to evolving circum

stances and because we believe it enhances the role of man in decision making. This 

coincides with the views represented, for example, by Zeleny [Zele 80]: "Man as a 

decision maker is irreplaceable. Human decision making paradigm must be amplified 

rather than reduced, understood rather than ignored, respected rather than degraded." 

In [Hwanc 80], the advantages of interactive methods are further described as follows. 

1. There is no need for a priori preference information, which is often complex to 

assess. 

2. It is a learning process that helps the designer to understand the behavior of the 

problem. 
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3. Only local preference information may be needed. 

4. Since the designer is part of the solution process, the solution obtained has a better 

prospect of being actually implemented. 

5. There are less restrictive assumptions (e.g., cardinal or ordinal information). 

6.2 A Model 

6.2.1 Problem Definition and Assumptions 

For simplicity, the term DAM-WSM will refer to a data allocation model for WANs 

with strong locality of reference under multiple design objectives. This model can be 

thought of as an extension of the FADP (as formulated in Chapter 2), which concerns a 

single objective model for WANs. 

We assume that fragments are designated by a particular fragmentation design. Multi

ple copies of fragments are allowed. Transaction requests consist of updates and queries. 

Let us consider the point-to-point WAN with M channels. The designer should opti

mize the allocation of F fragments over N geographically dispersed nodes. The system 

operates as follows. A fragment request is locally processed if the data items requested 

are resident at that site; otherwise, the request is transferred to the site which has the 

fragment containing the data items requested. For this purpose, the request traverses 

and queues for the channels. Finally, the request receives fragment service and exits the 

system. 
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The problem under-consideration is determining how to allocate fragments and assign 

queries when multiple design objectives are in conflict. In other words, the model 

should determine fragment allocation and query routing for a given fragmentation design. 

The concentration is on three design objectives (operating cost, system response time, 

and data availability). The model should consider trade-offs among the three design 

objectives. For instance, we can reduce the operating cost by putting an entire database 

at one computing site where it is cost-effective for the system to access data and operate 

upon it. However, concentrating a large volume of the database at one processing node 

may mean that a correspondingly large number of requests will be directed to that site, 

which results in increased system response time. Obviously this strategy also reduces 

data availability. 

In the following three subsections, we introduce three design objectives and express 

them analytically, using the notation Xlj for fragment allocation and/or Ylkj for query 

routing assignment (see Section 5.2 for a detailed notation). 

6.2.2 Operating Cost Evaluation 

The operating cost under consideration contains both storage costs and communication 

costs. Storage costs include costs incurred by the storage and operation of data at a local 

site. Communication costs are costs by transaction transfer between sites. Since fragment 

requests may result in updating a local or remote fragment, the expected communication 

costs include query communication cost and update communication cost. The expected 
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communication cost Cc is simply computed as the sum of the individual communication 

costs as follows: 

In addition, storage cost is computed by 

F N 

Cs = LLSljXlj. 
1=1 j=1 

The storage costs may be ignored since communication costs dominate due to the fairly 

long distance between source and destination for a WAN. In this research, we have 

incorporated the storage costs in our model. 

Thus the overall operating cost is represented as 

or equivalently, 

(6.13) 

where 

dlj = L(3lkUlkj + Slj, Vi = 1,·· . , F, j = 1,··· , N. 
J.."1j 

Here, d1j can be interpreted as the operating cost of fragment i at node j. 

6.2.3 Response Time Evaluation 

Data are replicated for two main reasons: availability and read performance. If the frag-

ments are appropriately located, then database access can be executed more effectively, 
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possibly avoiding costly communications. If there are redundant copies of a fragment, 

then that fragment can be accessed even when some of processing nodes that hold copies 

fail. Therefore, we consider two measures of performance in addition to operating cost: 

system response time and data availability. 

In order to examine response time, let us consider the distributed computer system 

as ail M-channel, N-node packet switching network (see for reference [Klei 76] and/or 

[Moll 89]). Such a point-to-point network is characterized by a queue to represent each 

direction of each transmission link (full duplex). The service at a queue is the actual 

transmission of the packet and is proportional to the size of the packet. A common 

assumption is that requests arriving at a particular site can be represented by Poisson 

processes. It follows that a request arrival originating from the kth node and destined 

for node j forms a Poisson process with rate ,kj: 

F 

,kj = L(alkYlkj + ;30,Xlj) , Vk,j = 1"", N. 
1=1 

Then the total traffic intensity entering the system can be represented by 

N N F N . 

A =, = L2:,kj = LL(alk + ;3lk). 
k=1 J=1 1=1 k=1 

Assuming that the query/update routing has previously been defined, we may denote 

the path taken by messages that originate from node j and are destined for node k by 

1rkj' Channel i is included in path 1rkj if that channel is traversed by messages following 

that path. In such a case we adopt the notation ()i E 1rkj' Then the mean rate of request 

flow c!>i on channel i equals the sum of the mean request flow rates of all paths that 
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traverse the channel, i.e., 

A performance measure of interest is the average time spent in the system by a 

fragment request. We have Ts denote this random variable. As discussed earlier, Ts 

consists of the node delay (processing and queueing delay) and the communication 

delay incurred by request transfers. In most WANs, however, the node delay is much 

smaller than the request transfer time and may be neglected For simplicity, we do not 

distinguish between the service times for queries and updates. All requests are assumed 

to have lengths that can be approximated by exponential random variables with mean 

1/ J.L. Since the request arrival regarding (Pi forms a Poisson process, the ith channel 

can be represented as an MIMII queue with request arrivals at rate cPi and has a mean 

service rate of J.L(h The system response time can be obtained by 

In [Klei 76], it is further shown that so long as the overall traffic intensity, is in 

the stable region, the system response time can simply be reduced to 

or equivalently, 

Ts = t -; L: [f)a:1kYiki + (3lkXlj)]. 
1=1 'J.L 1 k,J 1=1 

OjErkj 

(6.14) 

This objective is linear in terms of fragment allocation and query routing. We adopt this 

objective in our multiple objective formulation. 
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6.2.4 Data Availability Evaluation 

Due to the failures of processing node and/or transmission links, certain fragments in a 

WAN may be inaccessible at a particular point of time. Data availability is defined as 

the fraction of all transactions submitted to the system ( attempts to access data items in 

databases) that are completely executed on time. The expression for such a system-wide 

data availability, AI, can be derived on the basis of network reliabilities as follows. 

Given the failure probabilities (reliabilities) for the nodes and links, the values of 

certain measures of network reliability can be computed. Nodes and links can be in 

either of two states: operative or failed. The probability that all operative node pairs 

can communicate has been referred to as network reliability. In contrast, the source

destination reliability in computer network is the probability that two nodes (source and 

destination) can communicate. Two nodes can communicate if they are both operative 

and if there is a path containing operative nodes and links between them. In other words, 

source-destination reliability rij between node i and node j can be formally defined as 

the probability that node i can communicate with node j. Efficient algorithms have been 

developed for computing these values (see for example [Ball 79]). 

We focus on source-destination reliability rather than network reliability as a whole 

since it, along with query routing assignment, provides more accurate results and the 

other probabilities can be derived from it. Given these source-destination reliabilities, 
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the system-wide data availability can be given by. 

(6.15) 

This data availability model is simpler and more accurate than an approximate model 

by Irani and Khabbaz [Iran 82], whose model assumes that the computer network is 

highly reliable. Their model is based en network reliability rather than source-destination 

reliability. Another advantage of our model is its linear property in terms of fragment 

allocation and query routing. 

6.2.5 A Multiple Objective Formulation 

Thus far, mathematical expressions for three optimization measures have been developed. 

It is not surprising to discover that, considered separately, these optimization measures 

may suggest different strategies of fragment allocation and query routing assignment. 

The purpose of our model is to optimize overall desirability of different strategies of frag-

ment allocation and query routing assignment. In multiple-objective decision making, 

each objective indicates the direction which the system designer should take to accom-

plish it at the expense of achievement of other objectives. We summarize the relationship 

between the optimization criteria and the corresponding objectives in Table 6.24. 

For the completeness of the model, we reintroduce the system constraints of the 

FADP to generate the feasible solutions below. We first consider the constraints on 
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Table 6.24: Optimization Criteria and Objectives in the Model DAM-WSM 

I Optimization criteria 

Operating cost (Co) 
System response time (T.,) 
Data availability (~l) 

I Objectives 

Minimize operating cost 
Minimize system response time 
Maximize data availability 

fragment copies. Since there is at least one copy of each fragment, we have 

N 

LXii 2:: 1, V[ = 1"", F. 
j=1 

(6.16) 

The query request at node k will be satisfied by accessing a fragment at some nodes, 

and if the query is generated at the node where the fragment is resident, then the query 

request will be satisfied at that node. Thus, 

L Ylkj + X lk = 1, V[ = 1, ... , F, k = 1" .. , N. 
Nk 

(6.17) 

Since a copy of the fragment at node k can be routed to node j only if there exists a 

copy of the fragment at node j, we have 

Ylkj :::; Xli, V[ = 1,,,,, F, k = 1, .. ·, N,j = 1,,,,, N, k =I j. (6.18) 

In addition to the three feasibility constraints above (the same as the FADP), we 

provide two more constraints (stability and storage capacity constraints). The commu-

nication network is not stable if one of the channels is saturated. To avoid saturation, 

the stability constraint can be written as 

cPi < J.L()i, Vi = 1" .. ,lvI, 
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or equivalently for a given number €, 

F 

L 2)alkYlkj + f3lkXlj) + € ~ /-l()i, Vi = 1,··· , M. (6.19) 
k,j 1=1 

8i E1rkj 

The choice of € is of concern if a constraint is binding for a particular solution. Too 

small a value may result in unacceptable system performance, since queues operating in 

near-saturation conditions are characterized by extremely large waiting times (see, for 

example, [Fish 78, Klei 76]). Finally, in order to satisfy the storage capacity of each 

node, it is required that 
F 

'LdlXlj ~ Wj, Vj = 1,··· ,N. 
1=1 

(6,20) 

The general multiple objective optimization formulation is described in a number 

of sources (e.g., see [Zele 82, Ooic 82, Stal 87]). For combinatorial problems, a com-

mon multicriteria formulation technique has been vector minimization. We denote our 

decision variables by a vector 

Z= C) = 
Yill 

YFNN 

We can then present the vector minimization formulation of the DAM-WSM as 

below. 
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Model DA}',f - WBM 

min Co = fe(z) 

min Ts = ft(z) 

max Ai = fa (z) 

S.t. Z E Be and x = {O, I}. 

The above model has been referred to as the data allocation model with strong 

locality of reference under multiple objectives (DAM-WSM). The objective functions, 

fe, it, and fa, correspond to Equations 6.13, 6.2.3, and 6.15, respectively. Note that all 

fe, fa and !d are linear functions of z. The constraint set Be consists of Equations 6.16, 

6.17, 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20. The DAM-WSM can fall into the class of zero-one integer 

linear programming problems with multiple objectives. 

6.2.6 Model Comparison 

In the taxonomy of fragment allocation models (see Table 3.9), two MCDM models for 

WAN under strong locality of reference (Jain and Dutta [Jain 86] and Jain [Jain 87]) 

have been introduced. Both models solve for fragment allocation as a part of the overall 

distributed computing design. For instance, Jain's model [Jain 87] determines processor 

assignment as well as fragment allocation. However, query routing assignments are not 

incorporated in these models. In contrast, the DAM-WSM solves for both fragment 

allocation decision and query routing assignment. Furthermore, these models adopt 

different evaluation methods for design objectives. Key aspects of these three models 
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Table 6.25: A Comparison of Fragment Allocation Models under Multiple Objectives 

Modeling Jain/Dutta [Jain 86] Jain [Jain 87] DAM-WSM 
aspect 

Operating No evaluation Communication costs Communication cost 
costs based on fragment based on fragment 

allocation allocation and query 
routing 

Response A computational procedure Linear model Measured by 
time adopted for given (A+B x load) MIMII queues 

fragment allocation 
Data Approximate based on Same as [Jain 86] Exact based on 
availability network reliability source-destination 

reliability 
Decision Fragment allocation Fragment allocation Fragment allocation 
variables Network topology Processor assignment Query routing 

Processor allocation 

are compared in Table 6.25. 

DAM-WSM has several advantages in modeling if the designer is to solve only for 

the fragment allocation decision. DAM-WSM incorporates the query routing assignment 

decision, which is related to the fragment allocation decision. DAM-WSM evaluates de-

sign objectives more accurately. For instance, the expression for data availability is 

exact because it is based on source-destination reliabilities, unlike the approximate ex-

pressions of the other models. Operating costs are expressed by both fragment allocation 

and query routing decisions. Furthennore, the response time is computed by using a 

standard queueing system. 
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6.3 A Solution Procedure 

Due to the presence of additional objectives and constraints, the DAM-WSM is con

siderably more difficult to solve than conventional fragment allocation models. The 

computational complexity of the problem is outlined as follows. 

Proposition 6.1 The DAM-WSM is NP-hard. 

Proof. (By restriction.) The decision problem of the DAM-WSM is to find the constants 

c' , t', and ct such that ie(z) ::; c', it (z) ::; t', iiz) ~ ct, z ESe, and z = {O, I}. 

We can consider a specific instance of the above decision problem such that F = 

l,t' = oo,a = 0, fJi = 00, Vi = 1"" ,lvl and Wi = 00, Vi = 1"" ,N. Solving this 

instance then is equivalent to solving the well known fragment allocation decision 

problem. But the fragment allocation decision problem is NP-complete. For a 

proof, see for example [Eswa 74]. Hence the corresponding optimization problem 

is NP-hard [Gare 79]. 

For a problem of realistic size, it is not possible to find the solution in acceptable time. 

Therefore, heuristic algorithms or problem reducing techniques which take advantage of 

the problem structure are needed for solving the DAM-WSM. 

An adaptive search procedure by Jain and Dutta [Jain 86] is employed for this pur

pose. We adopted this methodology in view of its flexibility to examine alternatives. 

The method is of a highly interactive nature, which enables the human system designer 

to decide the Pareto optimum. The human system designer can easily explore many 
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possible designs until a final compromised solution is reached. Additional objectives 

can also be incorporated without major revision of the method. An exchange search 

heuristic [Igni 80] may be employed to generate the sequence of solutions, zO, Zl , ••• , 

until a compromised solution z* is reached. The basic premise of the exchange heuristic 

is that some variables are in a solution while others are out of that solution and certain 

exchanges of one or more variables in the solution for one or more variables out of the 

solution are examined. Here some components of z are set to 1 while others are set to 

O. The heuristic exchanges the values of one or more variables with value 1 for one or 

more variables with value O. In this manner, the exchange search heuristic systematically 

finds non-dominated solutions. 

The adaptive search procedure requires an initial feasible solution, say, ZO ESe' 

We need to solve single-objective problems to generate and select an initial feasible 

solution. Each individual single-objective problem (minimizing Co subject to z E Se 

and z = {O, I}, minimizing Ts subject to z E Se and z = {O, I}, and maximizing .~ 

subject to z E Se and z = {O, I}) is a zero-one integer programming problem. To solve 

for the aforementioned single-objective problems, we use the ZOOM system described 

in [Mars 87, Sing 89]. The ZOOM system has been successfully used in solving the 

fragment allocation problem with a single objective (e.g., see [Ram 87, Ram 88]). The 

ZOOM system, commercial software for general purpose mixed-integer programming 

problems with no special structure, starts from the linear programming relaxation of the 

problem and uses a branch and bound technique to arrive at the optimal integer solution 
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on the basis of the linear programming solution. The ZOOM system is intended for up to 

about 200 zero-one variables so that it can handle, for instance, a lO-fragment 20-node 

DAM-WSM. This is a reasonable problem size we can expect for realistic systems . 

.. The initial solutions obtained thus far for single-objective problems represent extreme 

non-dominated solutions of the original multiple-criteria problem. One of these three 

solutions may be selected as the starting solution. The designer's preferred solution is 

expected to lie in a space bounded by these solutions so that a positive weighted sum 

of single objectives is maximized [Zion 82]. This solution is referred to as the Pareto 

optimal solution in the area of multiple-criteria decision making. The compromised 

solution is expected to move toward such a Pareto optimal solution. At this stage, 

the procedure asks the designer to specify an acceptable region for objective function 

values. This region represents the trade-off of performance in each design objective that 

the system designer would be willing to pay to improve some other design objectives. 

A set of non-dominated solutions within the acceptable region is found by the exchange 

search hemlstic. This procedure improves the solution in an iterative manner until a 

Pareto solution is reached. 

The procedure defined thus far may be summarized in an interactive procedure as 

presented in Steps 1-4 below. 

Step 1. (Selection of starting solution.) Obtain the initial candidate solutions by solving 

three single-objective problems by the ZOOM system. Select one of these as the 

starting solution. 
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Step 2. (Specification of acceptable region.) Detennine for each design objective the 

decreased amount of perfonnance that the system designer would be willing to 

accept in exchange for improving the other two design objectives. 

Step 3. (Generation of alternative solutions.) Use the exchange search heuristic and 

structural constraints to generate alternative feasible solutions within the acceptable 

region specified in Step 2. 

Step 4. (Checking.) If a solution vector among current feasible solutions is acceptable, 

stop; otherwise, select a preferred solution and go back to Step 2. 

6.4 An Illustrative Example 

To demonstrate the suitability of our model, let us consider a small sample system. 

The system is connected by a sample network. For convenience, this sample commu

nication network will be called the Pacific Networks (PACNET), which is illustrated in 

Figure 6.18. 

The network consists of six nodes (N=6) and eight channels (M=8). We consider 

a single fragment allocation problem on the PACNET. Table 6.26 gives the fragment 

access requirements, fragment storage cost, and node reliability. Channel capacity and 

fragment communication cost are given in Table 6.27. 

Assume that enough storage capacity is provided at each processing node. The av

erage size of the packet (request) is 64 bytes. The calculation is based on the ~omputer 

being in operation 100 hours per week and 4.2 weeks per month. The communication 
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Figure 6.18: A Proposed Topology for PACNET 

Table 6.26: Node Related Data of PACNET 

I System parameter Specification 

Total number of fragments (F) 1 
Total number of nodes (N) 6 
Total number of channels (Jill) 8 
Request rate, nodes 1..6 (Alj) 10 4 8 4.5 11 8 (request/sec) 
Query request rate, nodes 1..6 (alj) 8 3 6 3 9 6 (request/sec) 
Update request rate, nodes 1..6 ({3lj) 2 1 2 1.5 2 2 (request/sec) 
Storage cost, nodes 1..6 (slj) 3.33 6.67 30.0 20.0 3.33 16.67 ($/day) 
Node reliability, node 1..6 (rj) 0.95 0.955 0.99 0.975 0.985 0.98 

162 
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Table 6.27: Communication Cost and Channel Capacity of PACNET 

Channel Query cost Update cost Capacity 
(10-4 $/second) (l0-14$/second) (kilobits/sec) 

11 1.3 1.6 19.2 
12 3.1 3.7 9.6 
13 1.5 1.8 19.2 
14 2.5 3.0 4.8 
1s 1.1 1.3 19.2 
[6 0.5 0.6 50 
h 2.7 3.2 19.2 
18 1.8 2.2 19.2 

cost between two processing nodes can be represented by the sum of cost terms of chan-

nels traversed by the path. Source-destination reliability has been computed according 

to node reliability and channel reliability and is presented as Table 6.28. 

For each of the initial feasible solutions obtained, we can compute the values of 

the remaining two objectives. Actually the ZOOM system can generate these values 

while optimizing the objective of major interest. The operating cost is assessed in 

terms of monthly operating cost. Table 6.29 lists the results. For instance, column 1 in 

Table 6.29 gives the solution vector zy which minimizes the operating cost. This solution 

corresponds to the optimum obtained by the FADP with additional stability and storage 

capacity constraints. The FADP with such additional constraints may be referred to as 

a data allocation model for WANs with strong locality of reference and cost objective 

(DAM-WSC). Thus the DAM-WSC can only optimize the operating cost irrespective of 
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Table 6.28: Source-destination reliability (rij) of PACNET 

I II Destination 
Sou~e ~~1--~~2'-'-~3~'--'4--r-~5--'-~6~ 

1 0.000 0.905 0.937 0.921 0.926 0.917 
2 0.905 0.000 0.944 0.926 0.933 0.917 
3 0.937 0.944 0.000 0.963 0.965 0.951 
4 0.921 0.926 0.963 0.000 0.951 0.946 
5 0.926 0.933 0.965 0.951 0.000 0.958 
6 0.917 0.917 0.951 0.946 0.958 0.000 

the other design objectives. 

Assume that the system designer selects zy from Table 6.29 as the starting solution 

and is willing to pay up to $10,000 more in terms of operating cost in exchange for 

improving the system response time and/or data availability. Then the exchange heuristic 

generates the solutions in the following acceptable region: 

Operating cost up to $110,000, 

System response time up to 53.1 second, 

Data availability up to 0.959. 

All non-dominated solutions within this region will be accepted as current feasible 

solutions. If none of these solutions is satisfactory, the designer chooses a new start-

ing solution; otherwise, the designer reaches the Pareto optimal solution. The system 

designer may change the starting solution and/or acceptable region assigned to generate 

alternative designs. 
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Table 6.29: Initial Candidate Data Allocation on PACNET 

Objective 

" 
min Co min 1's max AI 

Solution zy ~ z~ 
Co ($/month) 10,800 12,200 26,700 
Ts (second) 54.6 52.8 110.2 

AI (%) 0.9558 . 0.9586 0.9737 
Optimal fragment allocation 5 1 5 123456 

Optimal query routing 1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5 6-5 2-1 3-5 4-5 6-5 None 

We continue the process and finally obtain the compromised solution (Pareto opti-

mum) as in Table 6.30. Table 6.30 also highlights the advantage of the model DAM-

WSM over the single objective model DAM-WSC. The operating cost can be reduced 

to $10,800 per month by adopting a single objective model DAM-WSC. However, the 

system designer feels that the response time in this case is not satisfactory. Table 6.30 

shows how the response time is improved to the detriment of operating cost. In addition, 

data availability is improved. The fragment allocation and query routing assignments 

change accordingly. In this example, the compromised solution corresponds to one of 

initial candidate solutions which optimizes the response time in isolation. In most cases, 

however, the compromised optimum lies in a space strictly bounded by the three initial 

candidate solutions. 
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Table 6.30: Comparison between Optimal Data Allocation by Model DAM-WSC and 
Pareto Optimal Data Allocation by Model DAM-WSM 

Model Values II DAM-WSC I DAM-WSM I 
Optimal fragment allocation, nodes 1..6 5 1 5 

Optimal query routing 1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5 6-5 2-1 3-5 4-5 6-5 
Operating cost ($/month) 10,800 12,200 
Response time (second) 54.6 52.8 

Data availability 0.9558 0.9586 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter concludes the dissertation, summarizing its contributions and making some 

suggestions for future research extensions. 

7.1 Summary 

The main objective of this' research was to advance understanding of the data allocation 

design problem in distributed database systems and propose a solution method for it. 

By analyzing typical fonnulations of the data allocation design problem, we explored 

solution spaces and identified some analytical properties of optimal designs. These 

properties are such as to pennit the data allocation design problem to be optimally 

solved by addressing the fragmentation design and fragment allocation design problems 

in tandem. We extended the research by studying the impacts of such characteristics 

of distributed environments as database access patterns, extent of network, and design 

objectives on data allocation design within the frameworks of a proposed taxonomy and 

a literature review. 

The following three research directions were pursued: a fragmentation method which 

guarantees the smallest number of fragments as units of allocation, a data allocation 
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design for LANs under weak locality of reference, and a data allocation design for 

WANs incorporating multiple design criteria. 

7.2 Contributions of the Research 

This dissertation applied decision sciences techniques to the design of information sys-

terns, specifically to data allocation design in distributed databases. The potential con-

tribution of this research is of both practical and theoretical importance. The following 
, 

are some areas which this research has benefited. 

1. The data allocation design process was formalized and its complexity was demon-

strated by formulating typical design problems. Clustering data elements into 

fragments was shown to be a good alternative to using data cells as units of 

design. 

2. We explored the solution space and analytical properties of optimal data allocation 

designs. Forming uniform fragments was shown to be better than using non-

uniform designs. Based on this, we suggested that, in some system environments, 

clustering data elements into uniform fragments and then allocating these fragments 

is equivalent to solving the data allocation design as a whole. Such analytical 

examination of the data allocation design problem has not been attempted by other 

researchers, but it is essential to provide the theoretical foundation for solving the 

fragmentation design and fragment allocation design problems. 
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3-. Impacts of such characteristics of distributed database environments as database 

access pattern and networking scope were analyzed. Accordingly, a taxonomy of 

data allocation models was proposed. This taxonomy points out the need to use 

different modeling and solution techniques for solving the data allocation design 

problem in different system environments. 

4. A fragmentation design method that guarantees the smallest number of fragments 

to be considered as units of allocation in the fragments allocation design stage was 

developed. This method is important because it can reduce the complexity of the 

design problem by reducing the number of units of allocation. It also guarantees 

the optimal data allocation design under restrictive conditions. Such a method that 

provides optimal units of allocation for fragment allocation decision has not been 

proposed in the literature. 

5. We were the first to define the property of weak locality o/reference in distributed 

databases and noted that where it exists the data allocation design problem can be 

greatly simplified. We developed an analytical model for data allocation design 

for LANs under weak locality of reference. Such a specific system environment 

has not been addressed by other researchers. It was shown that the model is 

suitable for data allocation design in LANs under weak locality of reference and 

also works well under some degree of strong locality of reference. 
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6. Multiple design objectives for WANs were explored and three design objectives 

were expressed in tenns of fragment allocation and query operation. The model 

proposed can provide more appropriate data allocation design than the existing 

models since it deals specifically with the data allocation design problem and 

incorporates query routing assignments in addition to fragment allocation as well 

as detailed modeling parameters. 

7.3 Suggestions for Future Research 

Considering the complexity of the design of distributed databases, much work on data al

location design still is needed. Continued research is essential because of the importance 

of data allocation design to performance enhancement or cost reduction. The following 

directions are suggested for future research: 

1. Design of distributed databases is highly dependent upon data allocation design and 

distributed operation design. In view of the complexity of solving the data alloca

tion design problem in isolation, addressing these two design issues simultaneously 

is not a trivial task. Solving both design problems simultaneously, however, is 

important because they are interdependent. It is highly optimistic to assume that a 

single method will be able to encompass all the desired design features. Instead, 

we should concentrate on the development of a simplified method that addresses 

the major design factors. 
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2. For the following reasons, an immediate research problem to be addressed lies 

in the integrated LAN and WAN or MAN environments. Information processing 

in LANs and WANs has moved towards integration, resulting in more complex 

data allocation problems. Furthermore, the lines between WANs and LANs have 

become vaguer, especially due to the introduction of metropolitan area networks 

(MANs). MAN technology, which is still in the research stage, is gradually 

reaching a more mature level [Morr 90]. It is therefore appropriate to take into 

consideration data allocation models in the scope of geographic areas where a 

MAN is applicable. 

3. For the data allocation model for LANs under weak locality of reference, an 

application in the Ethernet environment has been described. Because the token 

ring is regarded as another important LAN environment, which is projected to 

dominate the market in the future, the model could be extended to the case of the 

token ring. 

4. A computerized decision support system with multiple objectives can aid in data 

allocation design by naive system designers. Development of a comprehensive 

support system including all luxuries of data allocation design is of interest, but it 

would be a very complex undertaking. 
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APPENDIX A 

DATA ALLOCATION MODEL FOR WANS 

WITH WEAK LOCALITY OF REFERENCE AND COST OBJECTIVE 

This appendix presents a data allocation model for WANs having weak locality of refer-

ence. The design metric is minimization of costs. This model is called DAM-WWC. We 

demonstrate that the model can be simply obtained and solved in the presence of a weak 

locality assumption even though most realistic databases over WANs are characterized 

by strong locality. 

'\ 

We first consider the case where data replication is not allowed. With weak locality 

of reference and no replication assumptions, the decision variable Xi is also defined as 

the portion of the global database allocated to node i in the same way as in the model 

DAM-LWP. The cost objective and the WAN structure are incorporated in terms of 

additive point-to-point communication cost functions. 

Due to weak locality of reference, Xi of all requests should be transferred to node i in 

the case of no data replication. Hence, the total operating cost can simply be represented 

by 
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Therefore, the DAM-WWC without data replication (DAM-WWC-W/O-R) can be re-

duced to minimizing Co subject to 'Ef:l Xi = 1 and 0 < Xi ~ xf. Here xf is the site 

capacity limit It is clear that the model DAM-WWC-W/O-R always generates an op-

timwn with all data allocated to the node with minimum communication costs. This is 

solved by simply finding the node with the lowest communication cost 

If we cannot allocate the total database because of a capacity constraint, we assign the 

maximum allocation and continue to assign the remaining database to the site with the 

next lowest communication cost. We continue this process until we assign the total 

database. This solution procedure is formally outlined in Figure 7.19. Its computation 

requires only O(NlogN) effort. 

It is interesting to note that because of the lack of interest in dividing the database that 

is implied by the weak locality of reference and the cost objective assumptions without 

capacity constraints, the database will still be allocated as a whole even if replication is 

to be considered. The data allocation model in WANs with weak locality of reference 

and cost objective and replication assumptions (DAM-WWC-W-R) without capacity 

constraints, therefore, is the typical single fragment allocation model with replication. 

This model can be presented as a special instance of the model for WANs with strong 

locality of reference and a minimum cost objective, which is equivalent to solving the 

FADP. For the sake of convenience, we define the model DAM-WWC as the case of no 

data replication (DAM-WWC-W/O-R), unless otherwise specified. 

---- ----- - -- - ___ • 0- __ ._ •• _. __ • 



begin 

reorder 0'1 ~ ••• ~ 0' N 

Xl +- 1; 

for i = 1 to N 

if Xi ~ xf; 

then xi +- Xi; stop; 

else Xi +- xf; Xi+l +- Xi - xi; 

end for 

end {xi : optimal data allocation} 

Figure 7.19: An Algorithm for Solving DAM-WWC (DAM-WWC-W/O-R) 
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APPENDIX B 

HEURISTICS FOR SOLVING A DATA ALLOCATION MODEL 

FOR LANS UNDER STRONG LOCALITY OF REFERENCE 

WITH PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 

This appendix presents two simple heuristics (discussed in Chapter 5) for solving a data 

allocation model for LANs under strong locality of reference without replication and 

with the objective of minimization of system response time. 

Load balancing and locality of reference are two important concepts to be considered 

in solving this problem. Accordingly, we have developed two distinct heuristics from 

the standpoint of load balancing and locality of reference, respectively. 

Heuristic 1: In order to focus on load balancing, Heuristic 1 starts by finding the frag-

ment having the largest fragment access rate. The fragment access rate to Fi is 

defined by 
N 

Al = I>\'k, Vk = 1,···, N. 
k=1 

The heuristic then assigns this fragment to the site having the maximum capacity. It 

proceeds to find the second largest Al and then assigns the corresponding fragment 

to the site having the maximum capacity among unassigned sites. This process 

--------~-----------------------------



r 
" 

begin {Heuristic I} 

>., - L~1 >'Zk, 'VI = 1"", F; 

reorder >'1 ~ ... ~ >'F; 

I-{I, .. ·,N}; 

for 1 = 1 to F 

Pa,. - maXieI Pi; 

I - 1-1*; 

end for 

end {az. : optimal data allocation} 
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Figure 7.20: Heuristic 1 for Solving a Data Allocation Model for LAN under Strong 
Locality of Reference and Perfonnance Objective 

continues until all fragments have been assigned. This heuristic is summarized in 

Figure 7.20 

Heuristic 2: For another heuristic, we emphasize that a fragment with strong locality 

of reference should be allocated to the site having the largest capacity. Hence, 

Heuristic 2 starts by finding the fragment having the largest capacitated locality. 

The capacitated locality at each site for .Fi is defined by 

The heuristic then assigns the fragment to the site having the maximum capac-

itated locality. It then finds and assigns the fragment having the second largest 

capacitated locality. This process continues until all fragments are assigneu. This 



begin {Heuristic 2} 

1- {l,· .. ,F}; 

J( - {l, ... ·,N}; 

for 1 E [ and k E [( 

Lfk - >'lkJ,Lk; 

end for 

repeat until [ =/4> 

al* - k*; 

[( - J( - k*; 

[- [-1*; 

end repeat 

end {al* : optimal data allocation} 
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Figure 7.21: Heuristic 2 for Solving a Data Allocation Model under Strong Locality of 
Reference and Perfonnance Objective 

heuristic is depicted in Figure 7.21. 

The optimal value for data allocation is included in al*, the optimal site for fragment 

.Fl. For instance, if a3G = 2, then the fragment 3 (after reordering) is assigned to site 2. 
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